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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes a study of indentation fracture transitions 
in poly (methylmethacrylate) (PMMA). The objective of this study 
was to determine the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature 
(DBTT) and to investigate its correlation with indenter radius.
For this purpose PMMA has been indented by ball indenters of radii 
ranging from 0.5 mm to 8 mm over a temperature range of -80°C to 60°C 
with various testing speeds.
It has been shown that at least two types of cracking can be 
formed, radial cracking and ring cracking. A fracture transition 
in a given test is defined as that temperature at which one of these 
crack types is observed to form. The DBTT obtained by observing 
both types of cracking are governed by a size effect related to the 
indenter radius in a form predicted by the Puttick theory of fracture 
transitions.
In connection with the main investigation, subsidiary studies 
have been made of (a) the ball indentation hardness and (b) the 
extent of crazing around indentations as functions of temperature.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background - Size Effect and Scaling Principle
In mechanical testing the term "size effect" generally 
represents the observed change in the physical and the mech­
anical properties of geometrically similar specimens as the 
absolute scale is changed. This size effect can appear in one 
analysis of a test (e.g. strain energy criterion, Section 5.5) 
and not in another (stress criterion, Section 5.2) and, therefore, 
a satisfactory interpretation cannot always be given if the size 
effect is ignored, e.g. brittle fracture in engineering struc­
tures may not be avoided even if they are ductile when tested 
in the laboratory.
Ignoring the size effect,therefore, creates a basic problem 
for predicting the mechanical properties of large structures from 
a laboratory result if a scaling principle is not considered.
Roesler (1956 a,b) was the first to adopt a scaling principle 
in connection with the fracture mechanics of Hertzian cracking and 
cone cracking (See Chapter 5). Scaling laws as suggested by 
Roesler are not unique, though they represent a basic treatment 
of many analyses involving a scaling effect. In their analysis 
of quasi-static cracking, Gurney and Hunt (1967) used scaling laws 
which enabled them to formulate a criterion for determining the 
fracture stress of a large piece of material. However, their 
criterion applied only to linear elastic structures,and cannot be 
used for materials of high fracture toughness.
Mai and Atkins (1975, 1978) extended the analysis of Gurney 
and Hunt to; include the scaling of non-linear elastic structures
and formed scaling laws which were governed by a linear scaling 
factor and the degree of non-linearity. Moreoever their analyses 
also discussed prototypes which have different scale factors 
for width, length, thickness and crack length. In the cases where 
the model and the prototype are expected to have different fracture 
toughnesses, the fracture toughness of the prototype was predicted 
by using an equivalent energy scaling procedure. The application 
of this method, however, is still limited due to the ductile 
behaviour of specimens (used as models) before cracking. Its 
application, therefore, is recommended only in the absence of 
special testing equipment (Mai and Atkins 1978).
Gurney et al (1974) designed a laboratory size testing rig which 
enabled such a large structure fracture mode to be simulated using 
a small laboratory test piece in a conventional testing machine.
By using the rig, they determined the appropriate fracture tough­
ness of a very tough material and predicted a minimum size of 
structure or test piece at which cracking precedes general yielding.
Recently the scaling principle has been outlined by Puttick 
(1980) for the purpose of studying fracture transitions (i.e. ductile- 
to-brittle transition). Before that (in 1976) the author joined 
Professor Puttick1 s group to work on the problem of ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperatures of poly (methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) using 
indentation tests under various test conditions. This work is a 
part of an investigation of the size effect and energy scaling 
principle in fracture transitions. In fact this investigation 
was started by Puttick (1973) and since then it has been notably 
advanced theoretically (Puttick, Smith and Miller 1977, Puttick 
1978 a, 1979 and 1980) and experimentally (Puttick 1978b, Kent 1979, 
1981) using PMMA and (Puttick et al 1979) using silicon.
The ductile-to-brittle transition temperature was recognized
E r
to be controlled by the length y2 where E is the Young's 
modulus, r (as defined in Section 5.1.2) is the fracture sur­
face energy and Y is the compressive yield stress (Gurney et al,
1974 and Puttick 1978a, 1979 a). Moreoever, Puttick postulated
this parameter as a measure of the brittleness of materials, and
E r
therefore materials of small y2 can only be indented in micro-
E r
scales to avoid fracture whereas materials of large y2 remain
ductile in indentation testing of macro sizes. For the reasons
cited below PMMA. was chosen as a model material to show the 
ET
importance of y2 on the fracture transition and on the scaling 
treatments.
(i) Published data of E, r and Y for PMMA is available
over the temperature range from -80°C to 60°C which
could be controlled by our apparatus. This data
ET
revealed a marked sensitivity for y 2 with tem­
perature (Figure 5.11).
’(ii) The deformation caused by indenter is easily 
detected.
Further reasons which make PMMA a valuable material in this 
test are discussed in Sections (1.6 - 1.8). The rest of this 
chapter, however, is mainly concerned with reviewing laboratory 
indentation testing.
Indentation Phenomena
When the surface of a solid is subjected to a concentrated stress 
caused by contact with a relatively harder solid, local damage may 
occur. This phenomenon is widely used for testing the mechanical 
properties of solids using indenters or styli of standard shapes 
(i.e. sphere, cone or pyramid). The indenters are usually made of 
hard materials such as stainless steel, tungsten carbide or diamond.
Indentation tests are used for two purposes: (a) to measure
the hardness of metals where the results are interpreted with 
a pure plastic theory; and (b) to obtain the fracture stress of 
brittle solids where the results are. interpreted with a pure elastic 
theory. However, as we shall see in Chapters 3 & 5, indentation 
of materials with comparable plastic and elastic deformations 
requires the extension of the interpretation of both tests to 
cover such plastic-elastic behaviour.
1.3 Indentation Hardness Tests
Hardness has been defined in many ways by various researchers. 
However, it is best defined as "the measure of the resistance of 
a solid material to permanent deformation or damage" (Ashby, 1952). 
Hardness may be classified into two categories according to the 
load applied and the size of the indentation obtained: the micro­
hardness and the macro-hardness, but no attempt has been made to 
define precisely the limit between these two categories. Neverthe­
less, loads within a range of 100 gm to 1000 gm and indentation 
size of a few microns usually define the limit of micro-hardness 
tests. Above this limit the term macro-hardness is used (Mott, 1956).
1:3.1 Static tests of indentation hardness
In these measurements the indenter is forced into the test 
piece by a steady load, and the hardness is then calculated from 
this load and the indentation geometry. The most common tests of 
this type are:
1.3.1.1 Brinell test
Brinell (1900) used a 10 mm diameter, steel or tungsten carbide 
Sphere that was pressed onto the flat surface of a test specimen 
under a load of 3000 kgm. The load was maintained for 30-50 seconds 
and the diameter "d" of the residual impression at the surface was
measured. The Brinell hardness number (BHN) is calculated by 
dividing the applied load "L" by the surface area of the 
indentation,i.e.
where dQ is the indenter diameter.
Meyer test
Meyer (1908) has shown that the hardness of a metal cannot be
represented by a constant figure independent of the ball penetration
and load. Therefore, hardness comparisons were only recommended
with either constant load or constant diameter of impression. 
Moreoever, Meyer, defined the hardness as which represents the
average pressure Pm over the contact area:
Rockwell test
This is the most commonly used hardness test, which converts the 
measurement of the depth of penetration to a hardness number. This 
number can be read directly from a dial gauge fixed to the tester.
To minimize the effect of surface irregularities a small preliminary 
load is used, the dial gauge is then set to zero, and the main 
load is then applied. The increment in depth of the residual ind­
entation from the dial gauge reading forms the basis of the hard­
ness number (Rockwell, 1922). Because of its ease of application, 
the Rockwell test is widely used; however, the Rockwell test gives 
results of no physical meaning as it expresses the hardness in 
terms of a number only.
Micro-hardness tests: Diamond pyramid tests
There are two diamond pyramid indenters used and these represent
2L (1.1)BHN
4 L
(1.2)
the most important micro-hardness testers:
(a) Vickers: in which the indenter was designed and
produced by the Vickers Armstrong Company of London. The back­
ground information was suggested by Smith and Sandland (1925)
in which the pyramid has a square base and an apex angle of 136°.
Ihis angle was chosen as it is the angle subtended by the tangents
of a sphere when = 0.375, and thus gives approximate geo-
dp
metric similarity with a typical Brinell test. The Vickers
hardness Hy or equivalently, the diamond pyramid hardness DPH, is
defined from the load and the contact area as
L
DPH = 1.854 — z ... (1.3)
nz
where n is the mean diagonal length of the impression at the surface. 
This test is efficient even with small indentations; hence it 
neither destroys the surface nor deforms the indenter. Moreover, 
the geometric similarity of this test gives a hardness number 
independent of the load. Therefore, it has a real physical signi­
ficance. This test, however, has several disadvantages:
(i) Some surface preparation is required before testing.
(ii) The small indentation size at light loads may lead 
to some error in the diagonal measurements.
Nevertheless:, these difficulties were solved by using 
the Knoop indenter (Knoop et al, 1939).
(b) Knoop pyramid indenter: this indenter has two included
/
apex angles: a longitudinal angle of 172° 30, and a transverse
t
angle of 130° • 00, and two diagonals of length ratio 7:1. In terms 
of the load and the length of the long diagonal the Knoop hardness 
number is given as
The Knoop indenter is useful in both detecting the effect of 
the anisotropy (e.g. orientation in polymer) on hardness, and 
measuring the hardness of thin materials and small diameter wires.
Other Hardness Tests
There are other methods for measuring hardness either statically, 
e.g. triangular pyramid, double cone, Ludwick and Monotron, or 
dynamically, e.g. rebound, scratch, cutting, abrasion. For further 
information the reader may refer to the following: Argon and
McClintock (1966), Mott (1956), Tabor (1951) and O ’Neill (1967).
Indentation Fracture
Indentation fracture was first observed as a ring crack surrounding 
the contact area between a spherical indenter and the surface of 
glass (Hertz, 1881). This type of damage will be considered in more 
detail in Section 5.3. Extensive work has been done to study this 
type of local damage and the principles and application of this work 
are reviewed by Lawn and Wilshaw (1975). The studies in indentation 
fracture have been extended to the case of indentation fracture with 
sharp indenters such as the cone and Vickers indenters. The mode 
of the fracture observed is different from the pure Hertzian and 
for such fracture a term called ’’microfracture” was introduced 
(Lawn and Swain, 1975). This type of fracture is preceded by the 
formation of a zone of plastic deformation spreading beneath the point 
of contact. Fracture then takes place in the form of multiple 
median cracks (vents) propagating in a stable way as the load 
increases. During unloading, the median vents close up and are 
replaced by lateral vents starting at the plastic zone and spreading 
away towards the surface where chipping can be observed. The chipping 
is better observed in the experiments of Swain and Hagan (1976)
9
on a glass surface indented with ball indenters of radii < 1mm.
the surface was initially elastic, but permanent deformation was 
then observed on further loading. Ring cracking which extended to 
cone cracking was also detected. Unlike the case of point indenters, 
a penny-like single vent, instead of the multiple vents, was observed. 
During unloading, radial cracks were initiated from the edge of 
the contact area, and propagated with aid of the residual stress.
The radial cracks, together with lateral vents, were believed to 
be the cause of the chipping formed in glass around the indenter. 
Recently such radial cracks and consequently the chipping were Ob'- 
served with silicon indented by a blunt pyramid indenter at room 
temperature (Puttick et al, 1979). Below a certain indentation 
size, however, no such radial cracks were formed and no chipping 
was observed.
1.5.1 Indentation fracture of polymers
Indentation fracture was first observed in polymers with a 
block of PMMA by pushing a steel ball bearing of radius 3.2 mm to 
a depth of one radius (Puttick, 1973). Radial cracks were formed 
at the surface and spread inwards in a controlled manner by increasing 
the load. During its propagation, the crack was found to avoid a 
spherical zone of permanent deformation formed below the indenter 
during loading. The theoretical interpretation of such observations 
followed a model proposed by Puttick et al (1977). Puttick (1978a) 
used this interpretation and Irwin’s analysis (1958) to set a criterion 
for the formation of the radial crack (See Section 5,4).
Radial cracks were also observed on PM4A indented at room 
temperature by cones of various included angles (Kent, 1979),
Puttick (1978b) found that the radial crack can be used to detect 
the molecular orientation of oriented polymers by indenting a nhot 
drawn PM4A” at room temperature. This concept was further developed 
by Kent et al (1981a,b) to correlate the degree and the direction
of orientation at the surface of polystyrene injection mouldings 
with the load and the direction of the radial crack.
Radial cracks are not the only type of cracks to be observed 
in the indentation of PMMA. Ring-cracking as well as chipping were 
also observed for certain test conditions (low temperature, high 
strain rate and large indenter radius, See Chapter 5).
Influence of Test Conditions
Ihe mechanical properties of plastics vary widely with test 
conditions particularly with the temperature and the speed at which 
they are tested. At low temperatures and high strain rates a 
polymer may be glassy whereas the same polymer may become rubbery 
at high temperatures and low strain rates. At intermediate tem­
peratures or rates, commonly called the transition range, or the 
"visco-elastic” range, the polymer may exhibit both properties: the 
glassy and the rubbery. The temperature at which a polymer transfers 
from its rubber-like state to a glass-like state is called the glass 
transition temperature, Tg. The free volume-temperature relation 
of glassy polymers usually shows two linear parts; one in the glass­
like state and the other in the rubber-like state. The fundamental 
definition of Tg is then given as the temperature at which these 
linear parts intersect (Andrews, 1968).
To demonstrate the variation of the mechanical properties of the 
polymer with the test temperature, a stress-strain curve similar 
to one presented in Figure 1.1 is usually considered. At temperatures 
well below the glass transition temperature, Tg, the elastic and 
the brittle properties are usually observed. If the temperature 
is raised, but still below Tg, the mode of defoliation of the 
polymer is similar to that of metals, i.e. ductile deformation 
and a wfell defined yield point can be observed. Eventually the
rubber-like behaviour is observed when the testing temperature 
exceeds Tg.
The elastic and the rubbery states of polymer deformation 
are usually interpreted by the spring and the dashpot models. The 
spring model is assumed to express the region when the polymer 
deformation obeys Hookes law, whereas the dashpot represents the 
region where the stress is proportional to the rate of the strain, 
i.e. Newrton’s law of viscous flow. For the intermediate states the 
two models are usually combined to give mechanical properties 
similar to those of the polymer. There are two simple models which 
come from the combination of a single spring and a single dashpot 
(Figure, 1.2). These models are:
(a) The Maxwell model, where the spring is connected in 
series with the dashpot to represent the state of 
constant stress, and
(b) The Kelvin model where the combination is in parallel 
to represent the state of constant strain.
However, the mechanical properties of polymers are not always 
consistent with these two models. Instead, further complex models 
were suggested, and the most widely known is the model representing 
the standard linear solid. In this model the Maxwell body is connected 
in parallel with a spring to give a three-element model of mech­
anical properties which is widely adopted for polymers, especially 
at temperatures near their glass transition temperature.. Furthermore, 
models of more than three elements are also suggested to represent 
states in which the mechanical properties are more complex 
(Richie 1965, Ward 1971).
Nevertheless, the mechanical properties of polymers (or any 
material) are partly influenced by material parameters which are
affected by temperature and strain rate. Other factors which 
undoubtedly influence the mechanical properties of a material are 
geometrical parameters relating to the size of the specimen, e.g. 
in notched bar tests the larger the specimen the more liable it is 
to be brittle. Hence the size effect may be as important as the 
temperature and the strain rate effects.
1*7 Yield Criteria
Yielding is a phenomenon originally defined for metals to 
describe the transition between the elastic and plastic states.
In uniaxial, tension this transition is distinguished by a certain 
point in. the load-elongation curve called the yield point. The 
stress at this stage Y is the yield stress in uniaxial tension.
In the multi-axial states (bi-axial or tri-axial), yielding is 
not easily predicted. However, the following criteria have been 
generally used to define the onset of yielding in metals.
1.7.1 Tresca criterion
This criteron is also called the maximum shear stress criterion. 
In tri-axial loading of principal stresses defined as > o2 > o3 ,
yield will occur in the plane in vMch the maximum shear stress 
(o^  - cj3)/2 reaches a critical value roT,the critical shear stress 
in pure shear. The yield criteria can then be written as
°1 " °3 = ^oT ••• (1.5)
Y
For uniaxial tension c. = Y, a = 0 then x m = ----  and
l ’ 3 oT 2
the Tresca yield criterion can be written as
- a3 = Y ... (1.6)
1.7.2 Von-Mises criterion
In this criterion the intermediate stress a2 was involved to 
define the yield condition on a plane having
(ax - o2)2 + (c^  - a3)2 + (a2 - c^)2 = 6t2m ... (1.7)
Y
where t = - = * =  is the critical shear stress in pure shear. 
oM \i 3
The Von-Mises criterion is also known as the maximum distortion 
elastic energy criterion, or as the octahedral shear stress criterion 
where the physical interpretation of this criterion has been given 
(Caddell 1980).
1.7.3 Coulomb-Mohr criterion
This criterion states that the critical shear stress t for 
yielding to occur in any plane is linearly related with normal stress 
aN on the shear plane:
t = tc + yaN ... (1.8)
where u = . Co-efficient of the friction,
t = Cohesion of the material, c
1.8 Yielding of Glassy Polymers
In order to apply the foregoing analysis to the yielding 
phenomenon of polymers the following facts must be considered:
(a) No precise definition exists for the yield point of polymers. 
Nevertheless a number of criteria has been suggested to define the 
yield point, but none of these can be generalized for all polymers, 
(Bowden 1973).
(b) The yield criteria in the forms defined for metals require
some modifications to involve the effect of the hydrostatic pressure
P. on the yield shear stresses t m or t where n J ot oM
XT = ToT + UT Ph • • ‘ & - 9a)
for modified Tresca, and
TM = ToM + UM Ph •" (1-9b)
for modified Von-Mises, where uT and uM are constants.
Experimentally the choice of the yield"criterion for polymers 
appears to be between these two criteria (Bowden, 1973). For PMMA 
at 22°C, Rabinowitz et al (1970) investigaged the influence of the 
hydrostatic pressure on the shear yield of cylindrical specimens 
twisted to yield, and their results show:
t = x + 0.2
o h
which gives for Tresca
Y = Y + 0.4 P,_
o h
(c) Care must be given to the variation of Yq and tq with 
temperature and with strain rate. The values of Yq were found to 
decrease with increasing temperature (c-Bauwens-Crowet, 1973) and 
tq to decrease with decreasing strain rate (Duckett et al, 1970, 
Bowden and Raha, 1970) .
Puttick, Snith and Miller (1977 , hereafter PSM, Section 3.2.2.4) 
used the above observations to formulate the following for PM4A 
(See Equation 3. 9a) :
Y = Y + 7.75 lne* + 0.4 Pv
O h
where e* is the strain rate.
With this yield stress PSM solved the equations of equilibrium of 
the expansion cavity model, and hence it was possible to define the 
indentation pressure and the stress field around the indentation.
The solutions of PSM and the fracture mechanics analysis of Puttick 
(See Chapter 5) provide the main theories upon which the experimental 
work of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 is based.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL WORK - GENERAL TECHNIQUE
Material and Specimen Preparation
Specimens were cut out of an ICI one inch thick commercial poly 
(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) sheet into blocks of dimensions
25.4 mm x 37.5 mm x 76.0 mm. This size was chosen so that the strain 
fields around indentations did not overlap or exceed the specimen 
dimensions. This was controlled by observing the plastic deformation 
around the residual indentation through crossed polars (Plate 2.1, 
a-d).
To see the indentation profile clearly and to reduce the effect 
of pre-existing scratches in the surface of the specimen, all specimens, 
other than those used as received were polished, cleaned, and 
annealed. Polishing started by treating the specimen faces with 
four different grades of emery paper. Fine polishing was then carried 
out with a mixture of 2 micron nSilvon and nHyprezu solutions 
distributed on the cloth of a rotating polishing disc. The polished 
specimens were then cleaned with a soap solution and water. Primary 
drying to check the polishing process was carried out with a soft 
lens tissue. For complete drying the specimens were left in a 
desiccator and annealed in an oven at 100°C for 48 hours. To avoid 
sudden cooling the oven was switched off and allowed to cool overnight 
to room temperature. The ICI Technical Report for PNMA (no. PX 122) 
recommends a similar annealing process to reduce the casting residual 
stress.
Apparatus
All indentations were carried out with the apparatus presented 
on Plate 2.2. A model N 120 environmental test chamber was used to 
keep the specimen at constant temperature, the control of this
temperature will be discussed in Section 2.3.4. This environmental 
chamber was designed for tensile testing and no direct compression 
could be achieved. Hence the tension measured by the load cell was 
converted to a compression on the specimens by a compression jig 
linked to the tensometer as in Figure 2.1. The linkage was made up 
of silver steel bars (two of 10 mm in diameter) and pins (four of 
8 mm in diameter). The jig was rested in a vertical position on the 
platform of the chamber with the aid of a steel bar which clamped 
the bottom of the jig to the tensometer through a very hard spring. 
This spring was placed between the bottom of the jig and the cabinet 
platform.
The indenters used were either tungsten carbide or stainless 
steel balls with radii from 0.5 mm to 8 mm. Snail indenters were 
mounted at the end of a tapered stainless steel shank (Figure 2.2a), 
whereas large indenters were attached to the jig with the aid of a 
stainless .steel plate (Figure 2.2b). The reasons for these arrange­
ments were
(i) centering of the indenter with the compression axis.
(ii) avoiding the slipping of the indenter during indentation,
(iii) avoiding reverse indentation
(iv) controlling the indentation position.
Whilst the tensometer chart recorder was found to be efficient 
for estimating the indentation load, it over-estimated the depth 
of penetration, and due to the importance of the penetration measure­
ments linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) were then used. 
Full details of this technique will be discussed in Section 2.3,3. 
Calibration and Controlling Procedures
Recording system
The load cell was calibrated by hanging different standard
2.3.2
2.3.3
loads, in 5 Kgm steps, up to 100 Kgms. The recorder was set to 
zero with the hanger clamped to the load cell, and the load was 
recorded in both the loading and unloading steps. The error in 
the recorded loads was estimated to be less than 21. This 
calibration test was repeated several times during the experimental 
work.
The chart speed was checked by running the chart at every chart 
speed selected, and no significant error was detected.
Cross -head speed
The cross-head movement was calibrated for the test speeds chosen 
by using a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) fitted 
on the top of the cross-head as shown in Plate 2.3' . The reference 
of the cross-head movement was the top of the tensometer. The LVDT 
was carefully adjusted and calibrated using the fitted micrometer 
attached to the top. The cross-head displacement, which was then 
displayed on a Bryans x-y recorder, gave a linear displacement-time 
plot of a slope independent of load and equal to the corresponding 
cross-head speed.
Displacement
The use of the cross-head speed and the time estimated from the 
chart recorder to calculate the depth of penetration, , h, was found 
to be inaccurate. An attempt was made to correct these depths 
according to the displacement of an LVDT fitted on one side of the 
jig; between the moving and the fixed parts. However, this method 
was found to be inadequate':
(i) there is tilting in the jig during compression.
(ii) this tilt varies during the process of the indentation.
(iii) this tilt differs for different test speeds and indenter 
sizes.
- IB -
Therefore, and for more accuracy, two identical transducers,
(Type Sangamo AFG) of a linear range of i 5 mm, were fixed on 
both sides of the jig (Plate, 2.4). The transducer's signals 
were fed to a Sangamo Summation module (Type NT 12) through two 
Channel inputs A and B. The output of these channels could be 
combined algebraically, and the following options could be obtained:
A, B, A + B, A - B, A + B , A - B
2 2
The option which was usually selected is (A •+ B)/2*
The output of the selected option was amplified by a Sangamo 
amplifier (Type NT 19) and displayed as a digital meter reading, or 
as a displacement-time graph on the X-Y recorder. Calibration for 
the selected option was then made by comparing the output signal 
displayed on the recorder with its corresponding ball displacement 
viewed by a travelling microscope during indentation. Very good 
agreement between the two displacements was obtained, especially 
when the indentations were made with balls of a small radius, and 
with low cross-head speed.
2.3.4 Temperature and environmental unit
The test temperature was either raised by blowing hot air or 
lowered by pumping and distributing liquid nitrogen vapour inside 
the environmental chamber. In both processes the temperature was 
controlled by a Eurotheim Thyristor controller connected electrically 
to a temperature-sensing probe inside the chamber. Temperature 
measurements by the controller were calibrated using two thermometers, 
one attached to the probe and the other to the inner surface of the 
chamber window. As the controller reached the set temperature, 
the probe thermometer did the same; but at least 30 minutes more 
were needed for the thermometer at the window to reach the setting 
temperature. Thereafter the window theimometer was used as an
indicator for a steady temperature in the environment. In addition, 
and because the thermal properties of PMMA are different from those of 
air or steel, a further delay was expected for the PMMA to reach 
the environmental temperature. A convenient way for detecting the 
specimen temperature was then used. One junction of a calibrated 
copper-constantan thermocouple was left in contact with a point 
at the centre of a PMMA block of similar dimensions to the specimens. 
This contact was made by drilling a hole of 1 mm diameter from the 
centre of one side face to the centre of the block, and placing 
the junction in this hole. The gap left was then sealed with 
plasticine. The temperature of the centre, therefore, only ap­
proached that of the surface by conduction. The indentation was 
carried out only when the temperature measured by the thermocouple
was equal to the window temperature.
Relative humidity
Although the relative humidity of the system was an uncontrollable 
parameter, considerable attempts were made to minimize its variation.
As a precaution, the liquid nitrogen vapour pumped to the system 
was passed through calcium chloride (CaG^) drying crystals. This 
trapping process neither affected the reading of a hygrometer placed 
inside the chamber, nor wetted any crystal; such precautions, ■ 
therefore, were withdrawn. On the other hand, continuous flushing 
of liquid nitrogen vapour assisted by four traps of silica gel 
placed inside the chamber kept the environmental chamber fairly 
dry (relative humidity less than 40%).
Indentation Measurements
The indentation measurements were mainly of the load and the 
depth of penetration. These measurements were taken from the load­
time and the displacement-time curves respectively. The load-time
curve was obtained directly from the tensometer chart, whereas 
the displacement-time curve was displayed by a Bryans recorder 
connected to the transducer amplifier. Certain procedures were 
carried out to match these two curves:
(a) Putting the indenter in contact with the specimen surface 
by moving the cross-head very slowly (0.05 mm/min) until the load 
started to increase (usually the lowest range available in the 
load cell was used for this process). The cross-head movement
was then stopped, the required load range, and the cross-head speed 
were then chosen, and the recorder pen was reset to zero.
(b) Setting the Bryans recorder by carrying out the following 
five steps:
(i) adjusting both transducers to the lower positions of 
their linear ranges.
(ii) switching the transducer amplifier to channel A, the 
output of this amplifier was then adjusted to give 200 
mv per 1 mm movement in the transducer. This output 
voltage was then used to calibrate the Bryans recorder,
(iii) switching the transducer amplifier to channel B, the
amplifier of this channel was then adjusted to give the 
same reading on the recorder when the B transducer was 
moved by 1 mm.
(iv) both transducers were then brought back to the positions
of their lowest value of their linear range.
(v) for continuous recording of the average depth of the
indentation with time, the channel switch was then turned 
A + Bto — -—  , and hence the Bryans recorder was set ready
to plot the depth-time curve as soon as the indentation 
commenced. The two simultaneous curves were then obtained
to give the load^time, and the penetration-time data.
For low temperature tests the undesirable indentation caused 
by the linkage contraction was avoided by continuous resetting 
of the tensometer.
Microscopic Observations
A Wild microscope was used for all optical observations in 
both reflection and transmission modes. In some of the craze 
observations the scanning electron microscope was also used.
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CHAPTER 3
INDENTATION HARDNESS
Hardness of Polymers: General Background
When an indentation is made in a polyme^ a rapid recovery occurs 
in the loaded area after the removal of the applied load? this 
is followed by slow creep recovery which may extend over a period 
of hours or days in some polymers. Hence no definitive size of 
the indentation can be measured from the residual indentation.
Moreover, the depth of penetration is increased with time of 
application under dead-weight loading. The effect of the loading 
time on the size of indentation and on the hardness of polymers was 
first studied by Axilrod and Kline (1937). In.these studies Brinell, 
Vickers and Rockwell hardnesses were measured for a variety of polymers. 
The results of these measurements showed a considerable decrease in 
the hardness value with an increase in the time of loading.
Boor (1960) reviewed the indentation hardness, abrasion and 
wear tests for many plastics. For indentation hardness he referred 
to his early work (Boor, 1944) in which hardness was related to 
the effect of the time of indentation and recovery. As a result of 
Boor!s work a new Rockwell scale, Rockwell’indentation under major 
load, has been adopted.
The effects of indentation time and recovery raised fundamental 
objections to the direct application of the indentation test described 
in Sections 1.3 & 1.4. Hence certain modifications to these tests 
are required before they can be used as tests for polymers. The 
British standard (B.S.), the American standard (A.S.T,M,)and 
German standard (D.I.N.) tests provide some modifications. These 
standard modifications are briefly outlined by Ives, Mead and Riley (1971).
Grodzinski (1953, 1954) described two useful types of apparatus for 
studying the hardness of polymers where the depth of indentation 
can be measured continuously either under constant or increasing 
load. The first was developed and produced by TNO Verf Inst. Delft, 
Holland. This apparatus employs a polished sapphire indenter with the 
same form as a Vickers diamond pyramid, and uses a capacitive tech­
nique for determining the depth of penetration. The other tester 
described by Grodzinski is a microhardness tester developed by 
Industrial Distributors (Sales), Ltd. This tester employs a device 
for continually increasing the load during the test, and ultimately 
supplying a pneumatic recording of the depth obtained under certain 
loads.
These two tests attempt to include the time dependency of 
polymer response to the applied stress, although the results still 
have no theoretical analysis.
Gouza (1966) and Livingston (1967) reviewed the methods and 
test conditions for the hardness testing of polymers. Livingston 
introduced a concept of combined hardness, the product of modulus 
and resilience related numbers, to interpret BoorTs observations, 
but his approach does not attack the real problem of the hardness 
testing of polymers.
Ainbinder and Laka (1966) measured the depth of the unrecovered 
indentation of various polymers using a modified Rockwell instrument. 
They related the Brinnell hardness calculated from this depth and 
the applied load to the yield stress as
Y = 0.87 (B.H.N)0,93 ... (3.1)
Ainbinder and Laginova (1971) used dead-weight loading of PM4A 
at 25°C and with various ball diameters. They calculated the Meyer 
hardness under elastic, elastic-plastic and purely plastic definitions
for the indentation, and they plotted the calculated hamdess as 
a function of the penetration ratio (h/R). They found that at 
the onset of the plastic deformation, the contact pressure, i.e.
Meyer hardness, was nearly equal to the compressive yield stress, 
provided the influence of hydrostatic pressure was taken into account. 
Moreoever, this pressure was considerably greater than the tensile 
yield stress.
3.2 Theories of Hardness
Most of the hardness tests are easy to perform, but their 
interpretation is rather difficult. Considerable attention in the 
literature has been given to relating the indentation pressure (as 
a measure of hardness) to the yield stress, the elastic constants and 
to the geometry of indentation parameters. This revealed three 
different approaches to the problem depending on the nature of 
strain field associated with the indentation. TWo of them, the ideal 
plastic and the plastic-elastic models, will be discussed below.
The model of pure elastic deformation is withdrawn because the plastic 
deformation is observed for PMMA. even with shallow indentations and 
at low temperatures (See Chapter 5).
3.2.1 Pure plastic theory (Tabor theory)
The analysis of the deformation of a rigid, perfectly plastic 
solid has been well understood in the light of slip line field theory 
(Hill, 1950). Tabor (1951) has then used this theory to relate the 
hardness of ductile metals to the yield stress as
Hardness = CY ... (3.2)
where C is a constant, depending on the geometry of indentation 
and the metal indented, and has a value of nearly three.. For 
spherical indentations in a fully plastic medium such as brass or 
aluminium, the experimental observations of Tabor (1951, 1970) show
very good agreement with Equation 3.2.
3.2.2 Plastic-elastic theories
3.2.2.1 Basic, concepts
In the previous section, the material was assumed to deform plast­
ically, and the elastic effects in the indentation pressure have
been ignored. More specifically for plastic-elastic materials like
£
polymers, vhich are defined by their low  ratio, the indentation
Y
pressure was reported to be lower than would be expected from 
Equation 3.2. In such circumstances the plastic and elastic strains 
in the region of the indentation are of comparable magnitude and 
the elastic deformation cannot be ignored. The deformation beneath 
an indentation in such a solid is thus plastic-elastic (Johnson, 1970). 
The significant departure from Equation 3.2 usually reported for this 
type of indentation suggests an alternative approach based on the 
theory of expansion of a cavity in an infinite plastic-elastic 
material which was reviewed and developed by Hill (1950).
Bishop, Hill and Mott (1945) suggested that the pressure beneath 
the head of a punch could not exceed the pressure required to enlarge 
indefinitely a small spherical cavity in an infinite block of 
material. On the experimental side they achieved close agreement with 
their predictions only for deep and lubricated punching provided 
the depth of penetration was at least five times the punch diameter.
Dugdale (1954) noted some inconsistencies in his results for 
cone indentation of some cold worked metals. The inconsistencies were 
resolved by considering the influence of plastic-elastic effects in 
the indentation problem and the importance of the expansion of a cavity 
model. At some cone angles the pressure at the tip of the indenter 
became sufficiently great to initiate flow inward into the specimen. 
This was thought to be equal to some fraction of the pressure required
to expand a spherical -cavity beneath the indenter and this fraction 
must vary with material and cone angle. However his experiments 
suggested that this factor does not vary greatly with cone angle 
and the material used.
Samuels and Mulheam (1957) plotted the strain boundaries for 
Brinell and Vickers indentations in semi-infinite specimens of 
metals. The strain boundaries for both impressions appear to be 
approximately hemispherical with centres on or slightly below the 
first contact point. They suggested that both indentations could 
be interpreted in terms of a compression type "mechanism of plastic- 
elastic form and not the cutting type mechanism predicted by the 
plasticity theory (Hill et al, 1947). Mulheam (1959) extended this 
and predicted a transition from the cutting mechanism to a radial 
compression type of mechanism provided the indenter angle exceeded 
30°. He also found with blunt indenters of different shapes that the 
deformation pattern was nearly independent of indenter shape, except 
for regions very close to the indenter.
Expansion of a Spherical cavity
The theoretical expression for the pressure P which is required 
to expand a hemispherical cavity in a plastic-elastic solid was 
first derived by Hill (1950) as
Marsh (1964) linked the radial compression mechanism of Samuels 
and Mulheam to Hill’s analysis of the expansion of the spherical 
cavity, his expression for the pressure P was then given by
P ) (3.3 )
There v is the Poissons ratio
whereA =  O ^ O J L  , X . & + »  \
E ° E
and C.^ is no longer equal to C2 as the Hill analysis suggested.
From the best fit of the available data, Marsh has estimated 
C C “ 0.28) and C2 ( = 0,6), Equation 3.4 with the latter constants 
was obeyed for a wide range of materials for which the expression 
in brackets is not greater than 4.5; otherwise the theory of the 
flat rigid die (ideal plastic) is valid.
Effect of indenter shape
Hirst and Howse (1969) measured the indentation pressure of
E
materials of variable ratio by rising blunt wedge indenters of
different apex angles. They fitted their data of the experimental 
pressure Pm to an empirical relation of this form:
= A„ + B In -5- ••• (3.5)Y ° o y
where "A" varied with wedge angle and Bq is constant and approximately
equal to 0.48, for wedges having apex angles exceeding 120°.
Johnson (1970) advanced the above study and investigated the
indenter shape effect on the indentation pressure. He modified the
E Ematerial function ——  to — tan (3, where 3 is the contact angle 
between the indenter and the specimen surface. To include this shape 
effect, Johnson considered the indenter to be encased in a hemi­
spherical or semi-cylindrical rigid core of radius "a" which replaced 
the cavity in Hill’s model. Throughout the core a unifoim hydro­
static pressure equal to the applied pressure was assumed to exist, 
and within this core no yield took place. Around the core there 
is a concentric zone of plastic flow beyond which the stresses are 
purely elastic, and the elastic-plastic boundary lies at radius c 
where c >a. At the interface between the core and the elastic-plastic 
zone, two conditions must be satisfied. Firstly the hyrdrostatic
pressure in the core must be equal to the radial component of 
stress in the external zone at radial displacement r = a; and 
secondly, the radial displacement of particles lying on the boundary 
during an increment of penetration must accommodate the volume of 
material displaced by the indenter. With the above conditions, 
Johnson solved the equations of equilibrium for the expansion cavity 
model, and produced for indenters encased in a spherical core, i.e. 
sphere, cone and Vickers indenters, the following relation:
E tan 3 + 4(l-2v)
(1 + in  X------------- . ) ... (3.6)
Y 3 \ 6(l-v) /
For comparison with experiments, Johnson plotted -2— versus tan ^
Y Y
of increasing values of E/Y from 10 up to 100. His plot agreed well 
with experimental data.
Studman, Moore and Jones (1977i-SMJ) reported that the predicted 
curve obtained from Johnson’s correlation lies completely beneath 
the corresponding experimental curve by a roughly constant amount. 
They attributed this to the presence of a stress discontinuity at 
the core boundary, and the variation of indentation geometry. Their 
modified relation was then given for* materials having v = 0.5 as
(
E tan (3 V 
3Y /
■£- = J + 0 . 5 + 1  (1 + in [ H- )) ... (3.7)
where J = -0.2 for spherical indenter
= 0 for pyramid and cone indenter
For small values of the Poissons’s ratio (< 0.5), an explicit solution 
was not derived, but was expected to lead to further corrections in 
the argument of the logarithm which was though to be significant only
E
at low values of -y- tan 3.
For perfectly plastic-elastic solids, Perrott (1977) presented 
a model which was limited to a shallow indentation with blunt axially
symmetric indenters. He assumes, as in the expansion cavity model, 
the radial displacement of the elastic-plastic boundary to be the 
main mechanism for accommodating the volume of the indenter. The 
equations of equilibrium were also solved, but for a stress function 
which satisifies the Von-Mises criterion within the plastic zone 
and has a continuous radial component at the plastic-elastic boundary. 
The resulting expression for indentation pressure was then given by
3.2.2.4 Puttick, Smith and Miller theory
Puttick, Smith and Miller (PSM, 1977) discussed the stress field
around indentations in PMMA. Their discussion gives an extensive 
model for indentation pressure in a plastic-elastic medium similar 
to PMMA. Depending on Puttickfs experiment (1973) they approximate 
the deformation in the interior of this solid as somewhat like a 
spherical cavity expanded by an internal pressure, P. Prior to 
applying the cavity model they compared the mechanical properties 
of PMMA with those of the classical plastic-elastic solid. Their 
comparison revealed that PMMA can be treated as a plastic-elastic 
solid if its stress-strain curve is linearized to the shape shown 
in Figure 3,1. The value of Y given is that of the local maximum 
of the true stress curve. They have not, however, specified actual 
values for E or the yield strain Y/E, but an effective Young !s 
modulus was proposed to be determined by the principle of a modified 
linear plastic-elastic analysis at constant effective strain Y/E, 
which is independent of the strain rate and the hydrostatic pressure. 
The modification suggested was to include the sensitivity of the
which reduced for PMMA (v = 0.385) to
(3.8a)
—  * (0.65 +0.6 In 
Y
(3.8b)
yield stress to the hydrostatic pressure Ph and to the strain rate 
e* (Section 1.8). The modified yield stress was then given by
Y = 7.75 lne* + 0.4 + Yq ... (3.9a)
°iiwith Yq as the yield stress independent of Ph and e*, and — —  is
the hydrostatic component Ph of the stress tensor.
The equations of equilibrium for the expansion of the spherical
cavity were then solved for a yield stress of the form
a..
Y = Yq + B lne’ + D(-- * ) ... (3.9b)
where B, D are constants having different values for different 
polymers. Their solution for the pressure required to inflate a 
cavity in PMMA. from radius aQ to a radius equal to "a" at constant 
rate of expansion is
P = 2.5 { Yo + 7.75 (0.385 - lnt^)} { 1.23(-f-)'57 -l}
^  o • 57 p  . _ q 57
- 71.8(-|_) - 101.72{ 1 -C-f-3 } ... (3.
where tjngx = is the total time for the expansion.
True strain e
FIGURE 3.1.
IDEALIZATION OF THE TRUE STRESS-TRUE STRAIN CURVE OF PMMA 
BY A LINEAR MODEL (AFTER PSM, 1977).
Effect of Friction on Indentation Pressure
Several workers have examined the influence of friction on 
the indentation process and pressure. They either considered its 
influence to be negligable (Williams and O’Neill 1956, Atkins and 
Tabor 1965) or they minimized the friction effect by rotating the 
indenter (Bishop, Hill and Mott 1945). Johnson (1970) found that 
the deformation pattern was profoundly affected by the friction at 
the contact surface, although only a small effect on the indentation 
pressure was observed. However Johnson’s measurements were performed 
on shallow indentations and with materials having a relatively small 
co-efficient of friction (~0.1).
Hankins (1925) discussed the effect of friction for the cases of 
cone and spherical indentations. He subtracted the vertical components 
of the frictional forces from the applied load to obtain the actual 
indentation load which eventually leads to an indentation pressure 
corrected for friction. For indentation with a sphere of radius R the 
pressure corrected for friction comes to
Pr = --- 5----5-----     -  ... (3.11)
Tt ai+ tiR (O - Sin O Cos d)
where
a.j= indentation radius 
L = indentation load 
UK= co-efficient of Kinetic friction 
O = subtended angle = Sin”^
In the literature there are no direct objections to the use of 
Equation 3.11; however, one may face objections similar to those made 
to the use of the Hankins’ correction for cones because both treat­
ments are based on the same principle*
Atkins and Tabor (1965) criticized Hankins’ treatments of cone 
indentation on two points:
(i) it is theorectically unsatisfactory .
(ii) predicted pressure was fitted to the experimental date 
on an assumption they did not expect to be valid, i.e.
Hankins assumes that indentation pressure corrected for 
friction should be independent of cone angle.
In spite of the Atkins and Tabor criticisms to the Hankins' 
treatment Equation 3.11 was adopted in this work in the light of the 
following:
Hankins’ formulae are still quoted as the only theoretical 
treatments for friction correction (Tabor 1970, Lavrentev 
1974 and Dugdale 1954).
with a lubricated cone, the measured pressure was nearly 
independent of cone angle (Bishop et al 1945). 
rotating the cone at a speed of 100 revolutions per hour 
makes the frictional force act nearly at right angles to the 
direction of loading where the load was reduced to about one 
third of its value for the unrotated cone (Bishop et al 1945). 
indentation pressure on PIM4A measured at 20°C by pushing a 
rotating ball was found to agree well with the pressure measured 
with an unrotated ball corrected for friction with Equation 
3.11,using = 0.45 (Kent 1981).
Kent (1981) measured the size of the deformed zone under the 
ball and his results showed that the zone was nearly fully 
developed for penetrations exceeding 0.5R. His measurements 
of the pressure, corrected for friction with Equation 3.11, 
tended to level at the same penetration which provided further 
evidence for the validity of the friction correction.
Evaluation of ’ Measured Pres sure’ ’
Experimental pressures were evaluated for load-penetration data 
measured as in Section 2.4, except for experiments done with an Instron
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
machine where load-displacement data were taken directly from the 
Instron chart recorder. The radius of indentation "ai" was calculated 
from in-situ penetration "h" by
The evaluation of the pressure was then carried out by equation 3.11 
using the experimental data and taking u = 0 for the uncorrected, 
and u = 0.45 or u = 0.55 for the corrected pressure. The valueK K
of uK = 0.45 was reported by Kent (1979) as an average value of the 
relative published data for PM4A- sliding on steel at room temperature, 
and this was assumed constant over the present experimental conditions. 
Further discussion in Section 3.7.1, justifies this assumption.
3.5 Measured Pressure: Experiments and Results
At room temperature a tungsten carbide ball indenter of 0.5 mm
radius was pushed to one radius into PMMA blocks of dimensions
25.4 mm x 38 mm x 76 mm with indentation speed of 0.20 mm/min. The
specimens received the polishing, drying and annealing processes as
in Section 2.1 before indentation took place. Using the experimental
values of the load L and the penetration h, the uncorrected and the
corrected pressures were then evaluated as in Section 3.4, and plotted
versus (Figure 3.2a).
K
3.5.1 Comparison with pressure measured by the Instron
In order to check the efficiency of the apparatus used here 
the pressure measured in Section 3.5 was compared with its counter­
part measured by direct compression with the Instron compression 
machine. Ihe Instron was pre-adjusted and calibrated using both its 
calibration unit and standard loads. Similar PMMA blocks were then 
indented to one radius by the same indenter with a speed of 0.2 mm/min, 
and the corresponding load-depth data were recorded. This data were
then used to evaluate the pressure corrected for friction with 
u = 0.45 which is plotted for comparison in Figure 3.2a.
3.5.2 Effect of indenter radius
Experiments similar to those described in Section 3.5 were 
performed, but with indenters of radii 1 mm and 1.5875 mm. The 
indentation speeds were varied to ensure a constant indentation time 
(~140 Secs) and,. therefore, eliminated the effect of the strain rate. 
The pressures (uncorrected and corrected for friction with u = 0.45)
K
were then evaluated and plotted for comparison with the pressure 
measured by the 0.5 mm indenter in Figure 3.2b.
3.5.3 Effects of temperature
For this purpose experiments similar to those mentioned in 
Section 3.5 were performed over a temperature range from 40°C down 
to -80°C with 20°C steps. At each temperature eight similar . 
indentations were formed. The mean and the standard deviation of 
pressures corrected for friction (u = 0.45) were then calculated 
for successive values of — - from 0 to 1. The mean pressure was 
then plotted as a function of for each temperature to form the 
family of curves presented in Figure 3,3. The standard deviation 
was ignored because of its insignificant values. Similar evaluation 
of the pressures were also carried out but with u__ = 0.55. From 
these two sets of data the measured pressures at a penetration of 
one radius were re-plotted versus the specimen temperatures (Figure 
3.4).
3.6 Prediction of Indentation Pressure
It is interesting to compare the measured indentation pressure 
with the indentation pressure predicted from the hardness theories 
discussed in Section 3.2. The predicted pressure, therefore,was 
estimated in the following manner:
3,6.1 Pressure predicted by the pure plastic theory
To predict pressure from this theory (Equation 3.2) information 
about the temperature and the strain rate dependence of the yield 
stress was required. For this purpose the data used were the uniaxial
_3
compression yield stresses measured at a strain rate of 4.16 x 10 
Sec and for the temperature range +50 to -80°C (C-Bauwens - Crowet, 
1973), These data were corrected for the change in the test strain 
rates using the following:
Y(e‘) = Yl + B ln e- ... (12)
which is another form of Equation 3.9b with as the component of 
the uniaxial compression yield stress independent of the strain 
rate. The average strain rate for ball indentation at any stage
of penetration was taken to be (PSM, 1977)
e* = . _d_ = _^2_ . _ H _  (3>13j
^max do hnax R 
where t__ is the time span to produce an indentation of radius a^
lUcLX. J-
with an indenter of radius R. For penetration equal to one radius
the indentation time was fixed at 140 Secs,and hence e* ~ 1.4 
-3 -1x 10 Sec . Ihe yield stress at this strain rate was then est­
imated from Equation 3.12, using B (=7.75) as cited in Section 3.6.2.
By using Equation-’3.2 each value of the estimated yield stress was 
then led to a predicted indentation pressure which is plotted versus 
the temperature in Figure 3.4.
3.6.2 Pressure predicted by plastic-elastic theories
(a) The Johnson, the S4J and the Perrott theories 
These theories were used to predict pressures for penetrations 
between O.lRrand 0.9R. Within this range the average strain rate 
varies (Equation 3.13), and hence care was given to estimate Y(e’) 
at each penetration using Equations 3.12 and 3.13. In addition to 
Y(e*) these theories required information about:
a  •
(i) tan 3 estimated, for each penetration, from tan 3 = — -—  •
R - h
(ii) the temperature dependence o f  for PMMA. Two indepen-
Edent methods of estimating were adopted, and consequently
two different sets of pressure versus h/R were obtained.
In the first method, the ratio was estimated by using
individual values of E (Berry, 1963) and Y (e*) (calculated
Eas in above) at each temperature. In this method the —
ratio varies by a factor of two i.e. from 20 to 10.7 when
the temperature decreases from 20°C to -80°C. In the second 
Emethod the ratio was estimated from (Hill, 1950)
Y
E  -  3 C— )3 ... (3.14)
Y 2
r
using a measured  value. At room temperature Kent (1981)
a
c Eestimated the ratio as 1.9 which led to an, ratio
a Y
of about 10.3. The — - ratio is assumed to be independent
Eof temperature, therefore, the — ratio obtained at room 
temperature is valid at -80°C,
F
Having estimated Y(e*), tan 3 and  at each penetration, the
Y
corresponding pressures were then predicted, for successive values
of h/R from 0,1 to 0.9, using Equations (3.6, 3.7 and 3,8a) with
v = 0.5. These pressures, together with the measured pressure are
hplotted as a function o f  iin Figures (3.5, 3.6 and 3.7) for two
R
temperatures 20 C and -80 C, Because of the insignificant variation
E o Eof values obtained at -80 C, only one plot corresponding to —
ratio calculated from Equation 3,14 was considered.
(b) The PSM theory
For the prediction of the indentation pressure by this theory, 
the uniaxial yield stress independent of strain rate and hydrostatic 
pressure, Yq, was estimated for each temperature from Equation 3.9a
with these assumptions;
(i) = uniaxial compression yield stress, Y.
(ii) the constants B and D are independent of temperature, and
they are as estimated by PSM at room temperature; i.e.
B = 7.75 MN/m2 and D = 0.6
The substitution of Y in Equation 3.10 with =1.9 and
0 a
tmax = 140 Secs (for h=R) leads to the predicted pressure being 
presented as a function of temperature (Figure 3.4).
For comparison with the other plastic-elastic theories the PSM 
theory was also used to predict pressures between h=0.6R to h=R 
(Figures 3.5 __ 3.7).
Discussion
Effect of experimental conditions on ly
In correcting indentation pressures for friction an average value 
for the co-efficient of sliding friction (uK = 0.45) was adopted.
This value was assumed to be valid over, a temperature range of 
(-80°C to + 60°C) and independent of the load, testing speed and 
contacting surfaces.
King and Tabor (1953) measured the co-efficient of sliding friction 
between hard metals and polymers and their results, for steel 
sliding on PMMA. over a temperature range -100°C to + 80°C, revealed 
an approximately constant value for uK below 0°C (Figure 3.8a).
Shooter and Tabor (1952) found an increase in the .co-efficient 
of friction between a hard metallic hemispherical slider and some 
polymers at low and at high loads. However, for some hard plastics 
like PM4A no change in the u values was found over the whole range 
of the load investigated. For steel sliding on a clean sheet of FMMA 
at room temperature, Bowden and Tabor (1974) reported a strong 
dependence of on the load, but only at very light loads (Figure
— hz. ~
Testing speed may influence the u values since increasing 
the test speeds will increase the temperature of the contact surfaces, 
McLaren and Tabor (1963) studied the u - speed dependence for 
steel sliding on some polymers, and their results for PIMA indicate 
a small increase in the U K values for an increase in the sliding 
speed from 1 cm/sec to 10^ cm/sec (Figure 3.8c).
Comparison of the results in Figure 3.8 with u =0.45 showed 
that the difference is rather small and, therefore, the indentation 
pressure will not be greatly influenced,
Kent (1981) measured the pressures to indent PIMA with steel 
spherical indenters at room temperature. His results for the 
pressures corrected for friction (using u v = 0.45) tend to level 
at h > 0.6R. In the present work, however, the indentation pressures 
measured with a tungsten carbide ball did not give results showing 
such a tendency even if the pressure was corrected with u = 0.55. 
This could suggest that a higher co-efficient of friction exists 
between PMMA and tungsten carbide,
3.7.2 Effect of elastic contraction
Polymers usually show a marked recovery in the indentation 
area when the load on the indenter is removed (Section 3,1), The 
results of Ainbinder and Loginova (1971) for the hardness of PMMA 
calculated at room temperature from the residual indentation are 
331 greater than those calculated from the in-situ indentation.
Such important results were recently confirmed by Kent (1981) when 
he reported a significant contraction in the indentation radius after 
c complete unloading. These observations, therefore, emphasize the 
importance of measuring the indentation radius under load adopted in 
this work.
3.7.3 Interpretation of results
Pressures corrected for friction were not significantly altered
by changing the ball radius (Figure 3.2b). Results from Kent’s 
experiments (1979), however, indicated an increase of 201 in 
measured pressure (corrected for friction) for a decrease in ball 
radius from 5 mm to 1.25 mm. He interpreted his results according 
to Equation 3,10 which reduced for constant indentation speed to
p = Al - Bjl InR 
where A1 and B-l are constants.
Two parameters which were not fixed in Kent’s -experiments 
(i.e. indenter to specimen ratio and indentation time) were believed 
to be the cause of the decrease in pressure. This belief could be 
justified by the following procedures:
(a) With the 5 mm ball the size of the strain field at one 
radius penetration is greater than the specimen thickness, and hence 
the stress was relaxed at the free surface and, therefore, the 
indentation pressure decreased.
(b) Increasing the indentation time reduces the strain rate 
for the case of the 5 mm ball. This decrease in the strain rate 
lowers the yield stress (Equation 3.12) and consequently the inden­
tation pressure decreases.
(c) Ihe PSM theory predicted a constant indentation pressure 
for a set of a geometrically similar indentations if the indentation 
time and the test condition is fixed.
(d) The principle of ’’geometric similarity” expects that the 
pressure acting on the indenter is the same, i.e. independent of 
the size of the indentation, (Tabor, 1970).
From the above discussion and the results presented in Figure 
3.2b, no definitive effect of the indenter radius on the indentation 
pressure can be expected.
Present observations indicate significant variation in the 
hardness of PMMA. with the temperature (Figure 3,4), Such behaviour
is rarely reported in the literature and then without -discussing the
physical reasons behind it (Carswell et al 1942, Boor 1960 and
Gouza 1966). Theoretical models (Section 3.2) mainly relate hardness
to yield stress, elastic constants and indentation geometry. For
polymers the first two parameters are very sensitive to temperature
variation, which explain the temperature dependency of hardness.
Pressures predicted with the pure-plastic theory overestimated
the measured pressure in the chosen temperature range (+40 to -80°C).
ESuch inconsistency was expected for materials of low  such as
Y
PMMA. where the elastic and the plastic component of the strain are 
of comparable magnitude (Marsh, 1964). This was supported by the 
increase in the overestimation of the pure plastic theory in relation 
to the measured pressure at low temperatures where elastic strains 
become more important. Since the elastic component of the strain 
cannot be ignored, an elastic-plastic rather than a pure plastic 
interpretation is appropriate. The measured pressures, therefore, 
were compared with the pressure predicted with four theories, of 
this type: the Johnson, the SMJ,the Perrott,and the PSM.
The first three theories required numerical values of the yield
E o cstress, the elastic constants and  ratio between -80 C to 60 C.
Y EHirst and Howse (1969) measured the  ratio at room tem-
Y
perature using a wedge indentation experiment. Their measured value
was 11.2 which is not greatly different from 10.3, the value cal-
culated in Section 3.6.2 on the basis of the measured ratio,a
and it is smaller than 20, the ratio estimated from the individual
values of E, and Y. This suggests that the pressure is more accurately
Eestimated by using ratio derived from an indentation experiment
Y
rather than by using separate values of E and Y. This suggestion 
is justified by the fact that the agreement between the theories
•p
and experiment was improved by using a n  ratio derived from the
Y
m e a s u r e d v a l u e  (Figures 3,5 - 3,7), a
Apart from the limited success of the Johnson theory at early
hstages of penetrations of <0.4, these three plastic-elastic
theories generally overestimated the indentation pressure. This 
may be related to the following:
(a) These theories were originally developed for shallow 
indentations.
(b) Perrott reported that his model is less satisfactory for 
predicting the indentation pressure with a ball indenter.
(c) Johnson and 94J restricted the application of their 
models to certain ranges of
Y
10 < tan 3 < -50 Johnson
Y
10 < —  tan 3 < 100 SMJ
Y
Beyond these upper limits, both authors assumed that the pure 
plastic theory in the sense of Tabor’s model (Equation 3.2) supervenes.
For PMMA indenting with a ball indenter at room temperature 
(——  ~ 10) the upper limit of the Johnson model predicts a transition
_ *L
from plastic-elastic to pure plastic at 3 ~ 80 , i.e. ---  =0.8.
R
However, Johnson only tested his model with indenters such that
3 ^ 30, i.e. < 0.2.
R
In this work the situation was found to be different. The PSM
theory which was originally assumed to apply most closely in the
region o f  = 1 was found to agree well with the measured pressure
R
so long as the penetration £ 0.6R. The ratio and the co-
a
efficient B and D of Equation 3.9b were assumed independent of 
temperature. This assumption has not been proved, but a small 
variation in any of these parameters would not significantly affect 
the estimated pressure. Therefore, it is suggested that the regime 
described by Johnson and SMJ passes directly into that for which the 
full spherical cavity model of the PSM. is appropriate.
Conclusions
From the work presented in this chapter the following con­
clusions can be drawn:
(1) Over a temperature range of + 60 to -80°C the indentation 
of PM4A is plastic-elastic with indenters of radii <0.5 mm.
(2) For 0.6R < h < R the PSM theory has successfully inter­
preted the measured pressure with the following provisions:
(i) indentation size is determined under load.
(ii) experimental pressures are corrected for friction using 
Hankins’ treatments with U ~ 0.5.K
(3) With the same provisions the Johnson theory reasonably inter­
preted pressures measured at shallow indentations (h < 0.4R).
(4) No definitive dependence on the indenter radius was found 
for the hardness of PMMA..
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CHAPTER 4
CRAZE FORMATION
Introduction
It has been reported in the literature that glass-like theimo- 
plastics exhibit a unique mode of deformation called crazing, which 
was first considered by Klemperer (1941). He assumed that crazes 
initiate at or near the surface and develop in a plane perpendicular 
to the maximum principal tensile stress. After Klemperer, many 
investigators studied the mode of formation of crazes, their time 
and temperature dependence and craze morphology (Rabinowitz and 
Beardmore 1972, and Kambour, 1973).
In the last two decades, crazing has become one of the major 
fields of study in glassy polymers. These studies have been mainly 
concerned with craze structure, the criteria behind their initiation 
and growth, and the environmental effects on their formation.
Craze Structure
Early studies reported that crazes in glassy polymers were true 
micro-cracks, similar to those defined for ceramic glass crazing 
(Klemperer, 1941), Others defined crazes as wedge-shaped, porous 
filled, ’’Silver cracks” (Lebedev and Kuvshinskii, 1962). Sauer 
et al (1949) and Hsiao and Sauer (1950) were the first to indicate 
that crazes in inorganic polymers are not simple air-filled zones, 
but consist of a material which exhibits an orientation phenomenon. 
The importance of this conclusion was confirmed in the microscopic 
studies of Lebedev and Kuvshinski (1962), and of Spurr and Niegisch 
(1962), As a result of these observations it was deduced that crazed 
material is a ’’spongy” polymer oriented in the direction of the local 
tensile stress.
Crazes strongly reflect incident light which is attributed to
the lower refractive index of the craze matter with respect to the 
original matrix. This low refractive index is due to the voided 
structure of the crazed matter which was found to consist of 40V 
to 601 interconnecting voids (Kambour, 1968). Transmission electron 
microscope observations of sections cut by a microtome through the 
crazed area of some polymers revealed these voids to be 100A° to 
200A° in diameter and to be separated from the matrix by a sharp 
transition region of less than 20A° (Kambour and Holik, 1969). Similar 
studies by Beahan et al (1971) support these observations, where, 
at the early stages of deformation, the craze consisted of two inter­
connected networks: one of polymer and the other of voids. Le
Grand et al (1972) studied the x-ray scattering from crazes; their 
study also revealed the craze as voided matter with 50% voids of 
diameter ranging between 90 and 115A°. The size of the voids is 
found to be bigger at high temperature and in solvent crazing, where 
the crazed matter was found to lose its high reflectivity and become 
translucent (Kambour, 1973).
4.3 Criteria for Craze Initiation
In spite of the considerable attention that has been paid to 
the craze problem, the mechanism of craze initiation is still not 
fully explained. Nevertheless, many criteria have been advanced, and 
they are summarized as follows.
4.3.1 Critical Stress Criteria
Sauer and Hsiao (1953) related the onset of crazing in poly- 
styrene subjected to uniaxial tension to a critical tensile stress 
criterion. Bucknall and Smith (1965) drew a similar conclusion 
from observations with polarized light on thin films of polystyrene 
during stretching.
4.3.2 Dilational stress criterion
The idea of dilational stress was first applied to polymers for
studying the local transformation from glassy to rubbery states 
below the glass transition temperature; later this concept proved 
useful in studying the mechanism of the craze formation. Recognition 
that crazing requires void formation led to the suggestion that a 
dilational component of stress must be involved (Kambour 1973).
Newman and Strella (1965) qualitatively interpreted the trigger 
point for cold drawing of rubber reinforced glassy polymers. They 
suggested, as a criterion, a state of dilation in the matrix enhanced 
by the applied stress in the vicinity of the rubber. When dilation 
locally lowers the glass transition temperature of the matrix, and 
the effective temperature of a sample will then be locally shifted 
to its glass transition temperature to increase the probability of 
cold drawing.
Stemstein et al (1968) studied the craze initiation around a 
circular hole in MIA. strip subjected to uniaxial tension. Their 
observations indicated that a sufficiently high tensile principal 
stress was necessary, but not sufficient. Their alternative proposals 
for craze nucleation required a dilational stress field with a thresh­
old tensile principal stress •. The proposed conditions are then 
defined as
where a , a2 and a3 are the principal stresses and I is the 
first stress invariant = ar + ° 2 + ° 3'
Stemstein and Qngchin (1969) studied the craze formation in 
PMMA. by biaxial tension ( a3= 0) at 50°C, 60°C and 70°C. Their 
results define the following criterion.
I > 0
ax> a
threshold (4.1)
°2* al
(4.2)
4.3.3
4.3.4
where is the stress bias, or orientation stress which has a 
value of the scalar difference of a1 - a and the direction of 
the principal major stress. The constants A(T) and B(T) are 
temperature and material dependent. Stemstein and Myers (1973) 
investigated the crazes formed in PMMA by combined torsion-tension 
loading. Their experimental results provided further support 
for the stress bias criterion.
Critical strain criteria
Qxborough and Bowden (1973) argued against the stress bias 
criterion because of the ambiguous physical interpretation of the 
stress bias, and its undefined evaluation in the triaxial state of 
stress. To overcome these obstacles they considered an alternative 
criterion, namely,
cl - vo - va D,
ec = ----— ----   = —  + D 2 •••
E I
where ec is the critical strain for craze formation, and I is again 
the first stress invariant. The constants D_L and D2 are time, 
temperature and material dependent. Qxborough and Bowden measured 
the craze stresses of four grades of polystyrene, in biaxial tension 
compression loading at room temperature. To eliminate the time 
effects, the specimens (of all grades) were loaded for about 1 second. 
However, the time effect was also tested with one grade which was 
loaded for different loading times varying from 1 second up to 1000 
seconds. Their results, in general, agreed well with Equation 4.3.
Further qualitative criteria suggesting a critical strain v 
condition for craze formation were proposed by Maxwell and Rahm (1949) 
and Wang et al (1971). These criteria gain a quantitative support 
by Equation 4.3.
Cavitation process criteria
The possibility of large local dilations in glassy polymers
encouraged Gent (1970) to propose a mechanism of stress induced 
crazing by local devitrification* local transformation from the 
glassy to the rubbery state followed by cavitation of the transformed 
material. Both processes are believed to be caused by a critical 
applied tensile stress given by
oc = £(Tg- T ) + Ph ... (4.4)
where is the hydrostatic pressure and £ is constant related to 
the co-efficients of thermal expansion and thermal compressibilities 
of both glassy and rubbery states.
Andrews and Bevan (1972) proposed that the necessary condition 
for craze formation is the ability of the material to undergo cav­
itation at a stress lower than that required to enlarge a spherical 
cavity symmetrically. In their study of solvent crazing in plastic-
elastic polymers the cavity was assumed to enlarge from its original
radius aQ whenever the internal pressure in the cavity reaches
p = 2 Y _  + " ^ L *  ... (4.5)
where y is the interfacial surface tension between the solvent 
filling the voids and the matrix polymer. The function W is defined 
by the cavity expansion model (See Chapter 3) as
W = l + In S  ... (4.6)
3(l-v)Y
Andrews and Bevan have derived their criterion for the craze
formation in a critical stress energy condition. By assuming the
work of void formation equal to the minimum surface work per unit
area 2r their condition for crazing becomes
2/3
P0= 2.42 (-^-) f + 0.33 Wx f  . ... (4.7)
P
where x is the craze thickness, P the mean separation of void
centres in the_ craze and f is the void fraction within a volume of 
unit area and thickness x. Brown (1973) has modified this analysis 
quantitatively to include the influence of environmental conditions;
The cavitation criterion in the form described by Andrews and 
Bevan has been criticized by Argon (1973) for two reasons: it
contains no clear assumptions for the cavity formation,and it does not 
extend to the stage of general yield.
Argon (1973) has developed the above model by assuming three 
distinct stages of craze formation. The first stage is the thermally 
activated formation of the microvoids, followed by the enlargement 
of these microvoids to form the craze nucleus as a second stage, 
and the final stage is the extension of the craze nucleus into a 
planar ’’yield” zone.
Argon followed Zhurkov’s observations (Zhurkov et al, 1969) of 
the stress dependence of the cavity generation rate to define the 
rate of the porosity formation Z*. Hence, Argon defined the rate Z* 
as an Arrhenius expression of the form
assumed to depend on both the local deviatoric shear stress, S, and 
on the local hydrostatic pressure P^ f..
The craze nucleus state (second stage) was described as resulting
his modified theory, however, is restricted to use below -120°C.
Z* = Vo exp(- (4.8)
KT
where aG^ is the activation free enthalpy for cavitation which was
from the rapid expansion of the microvoids (porosity) under plastic- 
elastic unloading with these two conditions:
Z.
(4.9a)
where Z is the initial porosity size at the end of the first stage. 
Zcrit ---- ~2™lo—  ) is a critical porosity size which cannot
1 + V T T
be exceeded if the second stage of craze nucleus formation by an 
elastic-plastic unloading is to occur and co is the shear modulus. 
The general condition for the dilational yielding, which is the third 
stage, was obtained by the combination of Equations (4*8, and 4.9a.) 
This condition becomes
P . = “lnZ*t + *G(S, P^D/KT ... (4.10)
y f T
2t rh£ "““o1- T uu r b t
The stresses S, and P,» were related to each other by a form 
similar to the Stemstein yield condition:
A (T)
S =  ----    ... (4.11)
A» (T, t) + PhI
where
S t (T)
A1(T) =
It;+V j T(JE_) 
1 2 l A G J
and
t (T) In (3o t)
A2(T,t) = »— —  > 311(1
(• —— + n ,
2 KT
S and AG are constants having the dimensions of stress and energy o co ■
respectively; n , and n2 are dimensionless constants.
For cases where the applied shear stress and the applied hydro­
static pressure are below the states of general yield, Argon has 
suggested the use of the stress amplification factor (qgand qp)to 
bring the local shear stress S and the local pressure P ^  to the
level required for local yield. Hence S, and were related
to their corresponding generalized state of stresses as
s ■ % T (4.12a)
Ph T  %
ai + a 2 + a3
(4.12b)
3
4.4
Argon (1975) modified his theory to discuss the role of hetero­
geneities (e.g. inclusions, or surface blemishes) on S and P^.
His modified theory then predicted biaxial loci for craze initiation 
which agreed with Stemstein and Qngchin’s results everywhere at 
a2 Plane except very near to the line of . Argon has- 
attributed this descrepancy to the error in the stress amplification 
parameter near the stage of equal tensions.
The research of Argon and his co-workers is still in progress 
to modify the original Argon criterion. Nevertheless, the latest 
model of Argon and Hanoosh (1977) still does not greatly differ from 
Equation 4.11.
Previous Testing of the Craze Criteria
Apart from the direct testing provided by the formulators of 
the craze criteria there are few other relevant research works.
Smith (1976) tested three of these criteria (the Stemstein 
criterion, the Bowden criterion and the Argon criterion) for PMMA 
under various environmental conditions, such as temperature and 
humidity. He investigated the craze formation around a hole in a 
plate subjected to a uniaxial stress, biaxial stresses and pure 
shear. His results were consistent with these criteria under some 
of the conditions considered but did not confirm any of them for all 
conditions.
Ishikawa et al (1977) estimated the critical stress for craze 
formation according to the Gent and Argon criteria. They also
measured this stress for polycarbonate at room temperature. Their 
experimental results suggested that the Argon model slightly 
overestimated the craze stress, and the overestimation was worse 
with the Gent model.
Experimental Observations
The present experiments are mainly concerned with the craze 
formation, the effect of friction and lubrication on the craze 
formation and the craze length and the relative craze length.
Craze formation
Crazes are formed on the surface of PMMA when indented by steel
and tungsten carbide ball bearings. The depth of penetration was
fixed to one ball radius (unless the specimens fractured before this
-3 -1stage) and the strain rates were normalized to 1.4 x 10 sec . 
Specimens were cut as blocks of the dimensions 25.4 x 38 m mx 76mm 
and used as received or after polishing as in Section 2.1. The 
residual indentations were viewed with a Wild microscope and generally 
the crazes were observed as fine radial traces propagating outward 
from the periphery of the indentation. In some experiments, however, 
the crazes were found to be different; radial crazes were either 
replaced by dotted radial marks (Plate 4.la)or curved crazes (Plate 
4.1b).
Effect of friction and lubricant
Under certain circumstances friction between indenters and PMMA 
formed tangential cracks in the craze area which distorted the craze. 
formation (Plate 4. 2a). With lubricated indentation, the effects of 
tangential cracks were minimized and the crazes were better defined 
(Plates 4.2b , 4.2c). Lubricants, however, may attack the surface 
which, therefore^ gives false measurements for the craze length. This 
effect was studied by the scanning electron microscope, when clean 
indentations were scanned after coating with a 100 °A thick gold
layer. In unlubricated indentations scanning electron microscopy 
showed no radial marks in the craze area (Plate 4.3a). However, 
the scanning of lubricated indentations, especially those made 
with indenters coated with wet aquadag, showed radial grooves in 
the craze area (Plate 4.3b). Therefore, the craze length measure­
ments were only carried out on crazes formed by unlubricated indenters.
4.5.3 Relative craze length
The length of the craze was found to be strongly influenced both
by temperature and indenter radius (Plates 4.4 and 4.5). These two
observations were quantitatively examined by measuring, & the craze
length for geometrically similar indentations (generally at h = R;
except for experiments in which indenters were pushed to h<R to avoid
fracture). The average values of the relative craze lengths 
/ /
(-^ f- or for h<R) for eight replicated indentations, which were 
made on untreated or on polished specimens, were measured. This 
relative craze length is presented versus temperature (Figure 4.1). 
and versus indenter radius (Figure 4.2).
4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Radial symmetry of craze distribution
The radial propagation of crazes around an indentation in 
polymers was first reported for PMMA. at room temperature by Puttick 
(1973), He attributed these crazes to a local circumferential tensile 
component of the stress field around the indentation which reaches 
a maximum in the vicinity of the rim of the indentation (PSM, 1977). 
However, recent experiments on indenting drawn PMMA showed asymmetry 
in the craze distribution where they were longer and more abundant 
in the draw direction (Puttick, private communication). Apart from 
Puttick’•s observations there is no other work concerning craze 
formation in indentation experiments.
4.6.2 Environmental effects
In this work the effects of the environment were mainly restricted 
to two distinct parameters which were believed to be associated 
with the technique used for lowering of the temperature: the liquid
nitrogen vapour and moisture effects. The influence of liquid 
nitrogen vapour on the craze formation was widely studied (Brown 
1973, Peterlin and Olf 1975). These studies, however, restricted 
the effect only to temperatures below -120°C. Smith (1976) investi­
gated the effect of water and moisture on craze formation in PMMA.
His results showed a significant influence in the abundance of the 
crazes and a reduction of the craze stress in such environments.
He attributed such effects to the plasticiser-like action of these 
agents and to the fact that water influenced cavitation pressure by 
acting as a pressure transfer medium. In this work, this effect 
was minimized by placing the humidity traps as discussed in Section 
2.3.4.
4.6.3 Interpretation of the results
The temperature dependence of the craze length (Plate 4.4 and 
Figure 4.1) exhibited a well defined minimum near 0°C. The craze 
criteria discussed in Section 4.3 did not predict such a minimum. 
However, the following tentative mechanisms were believed to under­
lie this effect:
(a) Crazing was suppressed by the presence of the tangential 
cracks which were produced by the frictional traction.
(b) In the Argon model, the temperature dependence of crazing 
came from two sources, the temperature dependence of microcavity 
processes, and the temperature dependence of the yield stress. With 
increasing temperature the ratio decreases and so above a certain 
temperature becomes less than Zi and true crazes are no longer 
expected. Nevertheless, Argon still expected the polymer to continue
cavitation by the Zhurkov process (Argon, 1975). Hence 
it is proposed that the temperature at which the minimum in the 
craze length occurs (~0°C for PMMA) is a transition temperature 
between two types of crazes; a true craze (crack-like) and 
cavitation or a premature craze of dotted form. This proposal is 
supported by the fact that the .crazes of the dotted type (Plate 4.lb) 
are the only type reported for PMMA at temperatures between 20°C 
and 90°C (Rabinowitz and Beardmore; Smith; Stemstein and Co-workers).
The minimum in the craze length found in Figure 4.2 may 
enable interpretation of the increase in ductility observed for PMMA 
in the same temperature range (Chapter 5).
Beardmore (1969) studied the temperature dependence of the craze 
formation and found that crazes become less abundant and less distinct 
as the temperature decreases. This could be the case for the tests 
in which the specimen breaks before the specimen has reached the 
state of general yielding. In another publication, however, Beardmore 
and Rabinowitz (1971) drew a different conclusion from their observation 
of low temperature crazing of PMMA; they found that low temperature 
crazes are much longer than their high temperature counterpart. This 
led them to believe that the ’’craze area is greater at low temperature 
even if the abundance of the crazes was lower”. They support their 
belief by observations showing that the crazes propagate deeper in 
specimens tested at low temperatues, whereas the crazes observed at 
room temperature/-were only a surface phenomena.
At a given temperature and for geometrically similar indentations 
(h/R = 1) the expansion pressure as well as the tensile component 
of the stress field is independent of R, Puttick et al (PSM, 1977).
D
This should be reflected in a constant -=r2- ratio if the crazes are
R
built up under constant stress criterion. Moreover, in the model 
of PSM the circumferential component of the strain at h=R is 
independent of R and this again may be reflected as a constant
ratio. Although the results of Figure 4.2 may suggest some validity
for both the constant stress and the constant strain criteria, these
results are still not adequate because they were obtained for crazes
after their initiation stage.
The results of chapter 5 on the indentation fracture showed
that the crack initiation is governed by a size effect related to
the indenter radius. Such a size effect was not observed in the
• £
craze formation where ratio was approximately independent of R
(Figure 4,2). The absence of the size effect in the ratio gives
R y
support to the assumption of putting a constant value for G> ( °-c )
Zf
in Section 5.5 ,
Conclusions
Although the observations reported here are insufficient to 
provide a critical test for the.craze criteria, they can still suggest 
the following conclusions:
(a) The observations suggest a high degree of complexity in
craze development, especially in relation to the effect of temperature
(
and environment, which requires further investigation. However, 
above a certain temperature (0°C for PMMA) no true crazes were seen 
and the cavitation was the only process in operation.
(b) No definitive dependence on the indenter radius was
observed in the relative craze length (— Q-).
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CHAPTER 5 
INDENTATION FRACTURE
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Some fundamentals
Fracture is observed in familiar processes such as breaking 
glass, chipping wood or even cutting metal foil. All such 
processes produce new surfaces, and hence fracture can be described 
as creation of new surfaces within the body of the material (Andrews, 
1968). A fracture starts from a crack nucleated within the solid at 
voids, dislocations, flaws or crazes (fracture origin or crack 
precursor).
Fractures may be classified as brittle or ductile: brittle
fractures display no plastic £one in front of the tip of the cracky 
but ductile fractures are seen to propagate through a plastic zone. 
Solids like glass and silicon are typical materials in which brittle 
fractures are observed, but other solids like steel and copper deform 
before ductile fracture occurs.
5.1.2 Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
Fractures were analyzed initially according to the stress analysis 
of Inglis (1913). Inglis modelled the local stress around an elliptical
hole in an infinite plate in terms of the applied stress a and the
geometry of the hole. The maximum stress o at the edge of the hole 
was then given by
b x/2
ol = 2a (— 2_) ... (5.1a)
b
where 2bQ, and 2b are the major and the minor axis of the ellipse. 
Considering a crack of the length 21 just started by a stress af at 
the tip of the crack, then the fracture stress, crf, becomes
I  l/2
of = 2a (— ) ... (S.lb)
where e is the effective radius of the tip. Nevertheless, Equation 
5.1b is quite inadequate for a prediction of the fracture stress 
as it cannot avoid the mathematical singularity of af as e -*■ 0. 
Moreover, the model contains no initial information about fracturing 
conditions.
Grifith (1920, 1924) avoided this singularity and furnished his 
analysis with a physical basis when he analysed the problem of the 
fracture thermodynamically. He considered the crack to extend from 
a natural flaw into a macroscopic crack of the length 21 whenever
du = 0 ... (5.2)
where U is the total energy per unit thickness of a body containing 
a static crack and equal to
Tt2 cr Z 2 (1-v2)
U = ----------------- + 41 r ... (5.3a)
E
for plane strain. Under plane stresses u becomes
2 2 n 2- Tl O Z
U = ----------  + 4 z r  ... (5.3b)
E
where r is the bonding energy to be overcome to produce unit area
of the fracture surface, called the fracture surface energy (with 
—2units of Jm ). From Equations 5.2 and 5.3 the stress required for 
the crack initiation is defined by
a. = (-------- )1/2 ... (5.4)
1 Til (1-v )
for plane strain and for plane stress
, 2ET . V 2 f r tno_ ( ) ...(5.5)
1 Tit
Irwin (1958) developed the analysis of linear elastic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM) for mechanical testing of materials. He formulated
the strain energy release rate, G, the rate of change of the
dUe£elastically stored energy with crack area —r-—  in terms of thev2 dA 
Fstress intensity factor L  ;as G ~ —  with 1C dependent upon the
E *
geometry of the crack, the specimen under test, and the mode of 
loading. Irwin extended the Westergaard (1939) solution for the 
stress field at the tip of a very narrow crack of length, 21 , 
embedded in a continuous elastic material. He calculated the work 
necessary to close this crack, and hence determined G. Irwin’s 
analysis gave equations under plane strain or plane stress resembling 
the equations developed by Griffith (Equations 5.4 & 5.5) when G 
is equated to 2r.
The role of the plastic zone at the crack tip
In experimental fracture, the fracture surface energy is domin­
ated by the energy expended in propagating the crack through the 
plastic zone and it is not simply the energy calculated by assuming 
a perfectly elastic medium (Orowan 1949, Irwin 1958). Furthermore, 
in the presence of the plastic zone the total crack length is assumed
to extend to a length of 2 (e_ + Z ) where e is the radius of thev p
ETplastic zone which is proportional to — t— . By combining LEEM with
Y2
these effects of the plastic zone, Irwin was able to extend the LEFM 
analysis to apply generally to fracture tests.
Ductile-to-Brittle Transition
Brittle fractures are even observed in ductile materials when 
the temperature of the material is lowered. The material makes the 
transition from the ductile to the brittle state when the fracture 
no longer propagates through a plastic zone. One method of determining 
this transition temperature is by plotting the impact energy, the 
work required to fracture a notched bar with a pendulum hammer^ 
against the temperature of the specimen. This transition temperature, 
TB, occurs at the knee of the curve before the impact energy rapidly
decreases (Figure 5.1). Increasing the speed of impact shifts the 
whole transition curve towards higher temperatures (Argon and McClintock 
1966).
Orowan (1949) followed the Ludwik (1926) and Davidenkow (1936) 
models and developed a more satisfactory model for ductile-to-brittle 
transition. The LDO model assumes the behaviour of a material to be 
determined by the maximum tensile stress, at, and the brittle fracture 
stress, afc. Brittle fracture was only expected when a exceeded afc.
The maximum tensile stress a is proportional to the yield stress, 
and is equal to the yield stress for the uniaxial tension (Orowan,
1949). The yield stress is temperature dependent and, for ferritic 
steel, Orowan found that Y increases by a factor of three as the 
temperature falls from 20°C to that of liquid nitrogen at -196°C. 
Furthermore, Orowan used the Griffith Equations (5.4 or 5.5) to 
suggest that the fracture stress should remain approximately 
constant between these two temperatures, since neither the elastic 
modulus, nor the fracture surface energy of ferritic steel change 
rapidly with the temperature. Hence the curves representing maximum 
tensile stress, versus temperature, T, and the brittle fracture 
stress c?b versus temperature, T, were assumed to be as shown in 
Figure 5.2. The intersecting point of these two curves was then 
defined as the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature,TB, below 
which the ductile material fractures in a brittle manner.
Orowan recognized from the necking in the tensile specimen that 
the maximum tensile stress was not simply Y but £ Y where £ was the 
"constraint” factor having a value greater than one. However his 
estimate for the upper value of £ was about three for notched bars.
Thus, when the curve of the maximum tensile stress = 3Y was plotted, 
the following properties of the material were expected:
(1) if a < Y, then in uniaxial tension the material 
is brittle;
v (2) if Y < c?b < 3Y, then the material is ductile but
”notched brittle”;
(3) if > 3Y, then the material is ductile.
Recently, Puttick (1980) criticized the LDO hypothesis for two 
reasons:
(i) the LDO hypothesis failed to establish a single fracture 
stress which can be used quantitatively in testing the mechanical 
properties of solids;
(ii) the LDO model failed to explain how the size of the specimen 
affects the fracture stress and the brittle-to-ductile transition 
temperature.
These deficiencies are explained in Puttick’s analysis which defines 
the fracture stress and emphasizes the effect of the specimen size
on the stress field and fracture transition (Section 5.5).
5.3 Hertzian Fracture
When a very brittle solid is indented with a spherical indenter 
a macroscopic ring-crack is observed encircling the contact area 
(first observed by Hertz in 1881). Predicting how this crack is
formed depends upon the Hertzian analysis for the interaction of two
touching elastic spheres which has been summarized by Timoshenko and 
Goodier (1970). The Hertzian analysis predicts a critical radial 
stress arc required to produce a ring-crack on a flat elastic surface, 
having Poisson’s ratio v2, as
\diere
P ' = --- ----  ... (5.7)
2
U aH
is the mean pressure on the circular area of contact, L is the applied 
load, and
1/3 l/oajj = C^L R '3 ... (5.8)
is the radius of the contact area for Hertzian cracking. The constant
(. 1-v.2 .. .1V  . ,1/3
c*'- ! ! ‘i r 1 * <i r ) I
is a constant relating the elastic constants of the two contacting 
materials. Hertzian analysis also defines the displacement Q 
between the first and final contact points as
Q  = c j  L 2 /3 R _ 1 /3 ... (5.9)
Effect of indenter radius ”Auerbach-Law”
Auerbach (1891) conducted a series of experiments to form ring- 
cracks on the surface of glass plates with spherical glass indenters 
of different radii. His results showed that the stress required to 
initiate a ring-crack is inversely proportional to the indenter 
radius, which does not agree with Equation 5.6. Auerbach’s results 
(Auerbach-Law) were also confirmed by other researchers, (Howard, 
1949). However, Tillett (1956) has considered the production of ring- 
cracks on the surface of silica glass using indenters of radii ranging 
from 3.1 mm to 125 mm. Her results showed that Auerbach’s law was 
only valid for indenters having radii less than 35 mm.
Auerbach’s law has been explained by a random distribution of 
flaws, suggested by Griffith (1920), to describe the inhomogeneity 
of the glass with respect to its mechanical strength. When inden­
tations are made with small indenters, the indenter is unlikely to 
engage a surface flaw, and thus the fracture stress will be increased. 
However, Roesler (1956a)has criticized the application of the flaw 
distribution to explain Auerbach’s Law for two reasons:
(i) if the flaw distribution governs the fracture process, 
then the scatter of data for the fracture stress 
obtained from repeated indentation must increase with 
the decreasing radius of the indenter, but this was
not verified, experimentally; and
(ii) flaw statistics did not predict the experimentally- 
found power law between the fracture stress and the 
indenter radius.
Fracture mechanics of Hertzian ring-cracks
Fracture mechanics of Hertzian ring-cracks was first attempted 
by Roesler (1956a) in order to explain the effect of the size of the 
indenter on the fracture stress of brittle solids. He expressed the 
elastic strain energy of the Hertzian stress field in terms of 
aH, and as
For cracks formed around geometrically similar indentations by indenters
of different radii the change of this strain energy during fracture
was obtained by scaling with constant factor rj, say nU^, where
q is a factor of value less than unity and independent of aH, and
arc. This strain energy was the only energy assumed to overcome
the surface energy of the crack.
Since -the cracks were assumed to be geometrically similar, the
surface area of the crack was taken to be a multiple cp of the contact 
2 9area, n a^ , i.e. cpnag. Accordingly, the surface energy of the
9
crack was defined by V = cp an tiT, and so the fracture condition 
given-by Roesler (p = V) leads to
This equation supports Auerbach’s observations, and resembles those 
equations derived by Griffith (Equations 5.4 and 5.5) with the 
difference that in equation 5.11 the crack length is replaced by
Ue£ ' Be£aH °rc (5.10)
where
(5.11)
aH. Nevertheless, Equation 5.11 is still inadequate for practical 
applications because of the difficulty in defining r\, and cp.
In scaling of both the energy supplied and the energy demand 
for cone fracture, Roesler (1956b) deduced a scaling law which was 
tested by spreading cone cracks of a geometrically similar shape 
in a controlled speed. For a given specimen material and indenter 
type the scaling law was found to be valid for a number of indenters 
of different size.
The analysis of Hertzian fracture has been modified during 
recent years by the work of Lawn and Co-workers (Lawn and Wilshaw 
1975). Nevertheless the theoretical analysis of Frank and Lawn 
(1967) is still regarded as a fundamental work for such fractures.
Frank and Lawn assumed the crack path to be controlled by a
family of principal stresses , o2 and a3. These stresses
satisfy j a1 l> j 1 a31 everywhere except for a very small region
which lies near the edge of the contact area AA (i.e. between 0.97
a^ to aR ) where | | > | a2 |. The paths describing the directions
of these stresses are shown in Figure 5.3a. At the top surface,
and within the contact area the- three sresses are largely compressive
and similar in magnitude. Outside this area is the only tensile
stress directed radially away from the centre of the contact area
Po
reaching a maximum value o f   at the edge of this area. The
6
hoop-stress a2 is equal and opposite to a^, and they both decrease 
gradually with increasing radial distance. The third stress, c^, 
which meets the surface orthogonally within the contact area,drops 
to zero just outside-this area.
. Below the contact area there is a drop-shaped volume in which 
o1, a2 and o3 are compressive (Figure 5.3b). Outside this 
volume the stress is the most tensile, whereas o2 becomes tensile 
only at distances greater th^ n 1.7a below the centre of the contact 
area. The third stress o3 never becomes tensile. The directional
paths of are somewhat circular laying vertically beneath the top 
surface, but instead of meeting the top surface at the centre of 
the contact area they immediately become parallel to it when they 
enter the region of relatively high stress near this surface. The 
directional paths of a2 form circles about the axis of symmetry.
The directional paths of o3 start orthogonally to the surface at 
the contact area, and then turn to form approximate hyperbolas 
with asymptotes intersecting above the centre of the contact area.
Frank and Lawn assumed the Hertzian ring-crack to be initiated 
from a circle located very Close to the edge of the contact area 
where is believed to be a maximum. The surface of the conical 
crack propagated from this ring-crack follows the hyperbolic shape 
of the directional path of o^ , Along the surface of the conical 
crack.the tensile stress a^ is the dominant stress which ensures 
the crack’s propagation, and is defined by Frank and Lawn in terms 
of a and the crack length, £ :rc
where
and
t  r r
o-, = a. + a-, ... (5.12a)
o[ = 0.06 orc ... (5.12b)
a"= C°rc " °i) (1- — ) ••• (5.12c)
6
for £ < 6
^  = 0 ... (5.12d)
for £ £ 6
and 6 is related to radius of the contact area as
6 = 0.02 a „ ... (5.12e)
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Frank and Lawn have made approximations which ignore the outward 
curvature of the crack and its growth along a conical surface. These 
approximations, nonetheless, were accepted for shallow ring-cracks.
With these assumptions’, and Irwin’s LEFM analysis the condition 
for Hertzian crack formation was obtained, and expressed as
a = S.7 x 103 -2^- ... (5.13)
c  p 2
o
where PQ is the mean contact pressure defined at the onset of yield 
as PQ * 1.1Y (Tabor 1951). Using this value of P , the critical 
indentation radius for Hertzian cracking at the onset of yield is
a = 4.7 x 103 ... (5.14)
c Y2
5.3.3 Effect of frictional traction
Hertzian theory predicts that a ring-crack forms at the edge 
of the contact area, where the radial tensile stress reaches 
its maximum value, ac^ defined by.Equation 5,6. This prediction was 
adopted in the analysis of Frank and Lawn (Section 5.3.2). Experiments, 
however, disagree with Hertzian prediction. Argon et al (1960) found 
that ring-crack radius was 10-201 greater than the radius of the 
contact area between a steel ball and a glass plate. Wilshaw (1971) 
investigated the distribution of the radius of the ring-crack formed 
on the surface of glass, and found that the radius of the ring-crack 
was 30 to 401 greater than the radius of the contact area. Similarly 
sized radii were also reported by Johnson et al (1973). Argon and 
his co-workers tried to relate the disparity between their obser­
vations and the Hertzian prediction for the ring-crack radius, to 
the effect of the frictional traction. Hence, they carried out 
further experiments, but with oil lubricated indenters. Only a 
small difference in the fracture stress and in the ring-crack radius 
was seen between unlubricated and lubricated indentation experiments.
Johnson, O’Connor and Woodward (JOW) doubted the value of the 
lubrication method adopted by Argon, because they questioned whether 
the frictional traction actually changed. They suggested a more 
effective method of altering the frictional traction by replacing the 
steel ball with a glass indenter. The use of a glass indenter ensures
elastic symmetry- between the two contacting surfaces and eliminates 
the interfacial traction because the asperities in both contacting 
surfaces undergo similar displacements. Moreover, JOW experimentally 
examined their method of altering the frictional traction, and they 
found increases in the radius of the ring-crack and the fracture 
stress when the surface was indented by a steel ball compared with a 
glass ball.
The effect of frictional traction upon the Hertzian fracture 
stress and the ring-crack radius was analysed for the loading 
sequence (JOW, 1973). The tensile stress a was modified due to 
the frictional traction for conditions of
(i) no slip: in this case was modified by a radial
frictional traction (a ) formed asv r'q
(a ) = - K „ P„ FC-I-, vj ... (5.15)r'q 3n e l o aH’ V
where r is the radial displacement from the centre of the contact 
area. The parameter
{(l-Zv^/co^ - { (1-2v 2)/od2 }
{(l-v^/o^ } + { (1-2v 2)/co2 1
is a measure of the dissimilarities of the elastic constants of the 
contact materials, where co^ and co2 are the shear modulus of the 
specimen and the indenter respectively. For glass indenting by 
steel, is positive, and hence'.(op is compressive. Therefore, 
the net radial tensile stress was reduced and its maximum value was 
displaced to a position greater than the radius of the contact area, 
(ii) slipping; was modified by a compressive frictional 
traction determined by the co-efficient of friction u*
The increasing value of u has an effect similar to that 
discussed above for the increasing of
5.4
5.4.1
The analysis of the effect of the frictional traction was not 
attempted during the unloading sequence. However, some qualitative 
predictions have been made. The frictional traction was expected 
to be a stress in the outward direction concentrated at the edge 
of the contact area, causing an increase in the tensile effect in the 
more compliant (glass) surface. Thus the ring-crack forms at a 
smaller radius than that predicted by Hertzian theory.
Greenwood and Trip (1967) investigated the action of dissimilar 
surfaces when in contact by considering their surface roughness. As 
the surface roughness was increased they found a reduction in the 
tensile stress, and an increase in the radius at which the 
maximum tensile stress occurs.
Indentation Fracture of Plastic-Elastic Solids
Indentation fracture in plastic-elastic media shows another 
type of cracking. Unlike the Hertzian type, the crack is propagated 
radially outward from a point near the edge of the indentation.
Such a crack was first observed by Puttick (1973), when a steel ball 
of radius 3.1 mm was pushed to a depth of one radius into PMMA 
block (Section 1.5.1). Similar cracks were also observed when 
tungsten-carbide balls of radii greater than 3 mm were pressed into 
the surface of water-quenched EN44B carbon steel with loads exceeding 
..forty times the load at yield (Studman and 'Field, 1976). Care is 
required to distinguish this type of radial cracking from those 
forming in the region of residual stress produced in unloading after 
indenting a highly brittle solid like inorganic glass (Swain and 
Hagan 1976, see Section 1.5);
Fracture mechanics of radial crack.
Puttick, Snith and Miller (PSM, 1977) suggested that the 
initiation stage of a radial crack in the indentation of a plastic- 
elastic solid can be modelled by the stress field of an expanded
hole of radius a in an infinite plate, The stress field around 
the hole is a plane stress with or as the compressive radial 
component and as the tensile circumferential component. The 
tensile stress grows from zero just outside the hole to a 
maximum value of Y/2 at the plastic-elastic boundary, and then drops 
with increasing radial distance, r, from the centre of the hole 
(Figure 5,4). At the point in the plastic region oq varies as
Oq = Y(l-2 In --Cs-) for a < r < cg ... (5.16a)
and at a point in the elastic region as
2
= ~ ~  ’ f°r cs- r  ^oo ... (5.16b)
where cg is the radius of the plastic-elastic boundary. The subscript
s, is to distinguish the radius of the plastic zone at the surface
from that of the interior used in Chapter 3. At r = a, q^ = 0
1/2and 5.16a gives cs/a. = e sj 1.65.
With the tensile stresses given by Equation 5.16 the stress 
intensity factor Kp of the double radial crack shown in Figure 5.4 
was calculated by Puttick (1978). The strain energy release rate for 
the formation of such a crack was then given as
G = -JjL- = (_2_) a ( - 1 _ )  (— ) * 2 C— 3 ... (5.17)
E Tt a E c
2 £ I .
where (— -) is a non-dimensional function of (--- ). From Equation
c c
s s
5.17, the fracture criterion for the indentation fracture in a plastic
elastic solid was given by
r
ac ~ ~ « ••• (5.18)
C - ^ r )  (— ) C— ) ®2 (— )
TX a E cg
where ac is the critical indentation radius. This expression,
however, cannot be used as a quantitative guide unless the 
2 1function 0 ) is defined.
Puttiers Theory of Fracture Transitions
Puttick (1979 a, b, 1980) advanced the analysis of fracture 
transition on the basis of scaling the strain energy available for 
fracture. The idea of energy-scaling was first described by Roesler 
(Section 5.3.2) in connection with the fracture mechanics of Hertzian 
cracks. This idea was then extended by Puttick to relate the strain 
energy release rate G to the volume energy density W stored in the 
stress field, and so derive a scaling length, Z S9 such that
where A is constant. The length t  is identified with the length 
of the crack which is directly proportional to the length of the stress 
field. In the double cantilever test, however, G is independent of 
the crack length and directly proportional to the width of the cant­
ilever (Gureny and Hunt 1967).
Puttick (1979a) extended the application of Equation 5.19 for 
two cases of tensile stress prior to fracture:
(i) homogeneous tensile stress, a, under which the crack grows 
with strain energy release rate G, given by
defines the stress variation in the x-direction, and xQ is a length 
over which the applied stress field acts (e.g. the radius of the
G =A l s W (5.19)
ZE
where B is a numerical constant. The critical stress required for a 
crack to initiate was obtained by putting
G = 2r, so
(5.21)
which agrees with Griffith Equations 5.4 and 5.5.
1 v
(ii) inhomogeneous tensile stress of form o = cH?(— -) where
X
a , the maximum stress * and F (— -^ ) is a non-dimensional function which m’ * v x
contact area in a Hertzian fracture, or the radius of the plastic
zone in a plastic-elastic fracture; moreover, xQ is a characteristic
length for each mechanical test. For such non-uniform stress fields
only the case in which the crack has geometric similarity with the 
I
stress field (--  = constant) was discussed, and so G was given by
x 2
G = xn C— )F(-^) ... (5.22)
0 E I
XG
where F( ) is a dimensionless function. For the stage of the crack
I
initiation where G = 2r, Equation 5.22: was extended (Puttick, 1980) 
to a condition which is useful as a-, quantitative guide for the fracture 
transitions; for each mechanical test there is a critical length, 
characteristic of the test, which must be exceeded to cause fracture. 
Thus if a set of specimens are subjected to a stress c»m, fracture 
is only expected in a specimen having x q above a critical value 
given by
Er
xoc= ----- :
, X
T? f ®
Cm F(r~7~) ••• (5.23)
where represents the length of the pre-existing flaw.
For the fracture transition in plastic-elastic solids, Puttick 
expressed in terms of Y, the uniaxial yield stress. Hence Equation 
5.23 reduced to
X ^  ... (5.24)
oc 0 x
Y2 o (-J°£)
X
with <X> (— — ) as another dimensionless function.
I f
In cases where the flaws are approximately proportional to
... .x
x__ (See Section 4.6.3) the function $ -(— — ) was taken to be equal
■i
to which is constant for any particular test. Therefore the
a
critical characteristic length xQC was reduced to the product of
Ertwo parameters: the length — =— which is determined by the material
Y
and test conditions, and the dimensionless factor a which depends 
on the type of test. The simplified condition for the fracture 
transitions becomes
xoc = a - ^ -  ... (5.25)
Extremes of Plastic-Elastic Fracture
When materials fracture in their plastic-elastic state, the 
crack propagates from the plastic zone formed before cracking. The 
size of this zone can be varied by changing the temperature of the 
material or the strain rate. However, this variation is limited 
because:
(i) the volume of the plastic zone decreases and can vanish 
as the temperature is lowered.
(ii) the volume of plastic zone can fill the whole of the 
specimen as the temperature is raised.
Therefore, there are two extremes of plastic-elastic fracture. In 
the first the crack will initiate in the elastic state of the material, 
whereas in the second no fracture occurs. These two extreme cases 
define the "fracture transition", and the corresponding temperatures 
are the "fracture transition temperatures". Puttick (1980) has 
classified these temperatues:
(i) the lower transition temperature at which yield just occurs,
(ii) the upper transition temperature at which the volume of 
plastic zone preceding the crack is at its greatest.
For the case of fracture with a ball indenter, the lower 
temperature is that at which ring cracks are first observed. The 
critical characteristic length, xQC, for this transition is the ring- 
crack radius. The upper transition temperature, however, is the
temperature at which the radial crack can just be observed at the 
specimen surface with the volume of the plastic zone at its maximum 
value. The critical characteristic length, x q c , for such transitions 
is the radius of the plastic zone. For a ball indenting the specimen 
to a depth of one radius, R, the radius of the plastic zone xQC is 
equal to 1.65R (See Section 5.4).
Indentation Experiments 
Preliminary experiments
Some preliminary experiments were performed to standardize the 
methods which have been used to determine the upper transition 
temperature (UTT) and the lower transition temperature (LTT). In 
these experiments, indentation fracture was carried out on blocks of 
poly ( methyMethacrylate )(PMMA.) having the dimensions 25.4 mm x 76 mm 
x 38 mm. Hie PMMA. blocks were cleaned with liquid detergent and water, 
then dried at 80°C for about 12 hours. Indentations were made on 
the PM4A blocks at an indentation speed of 1 mm/min, over a temperature 
range of 60°C to -80°C, using the apparatus shown in Plate 2.2. The 
indenters used were steel ball-bearings having radii of 1.58 mm, 3.17mm 
and 4.0 mm. Ihe critical penetration, and hence the critical 
indentation radius ac, to form radial cracks in the vicinity of the 
indentation were considered. The mean and the standard deviation of 
ac resulting from five identical experiments are plotted as a function 
of the specimen temperature, Figure 5.5. Other important results 
from these preliminary experiments are:
(a) Ihe upper transition temperature cannot be defined pre­
cisely by the Figures in 5.5; however, there is a well defined change 
in the UTT when the indenter radius changes. For indentations with 
spherical indenters of radii in the range of 1.58 mm to 4 mm the UTT 
is expected to change between -20°C to 60°C.
(b) The general shape of the curves in Figure 5,5 shows that
cracking occurs more easily as the specimen temperature is reduced. 
However, the curve of the 4 mm indenter shows a local maximum in the 
range of temperature near - 20°C, whereas the smaller indenters show 
a plateau region (which could be a flattened local maximum).
(c) When the indenters were pushed into the specimens to more 
than ac, the radial cracks propagated through the specimen,
Plate 5,1. Below 0°C the crack opening displacement becomes small 
enough to produce white-light interference fringes, Plate 5.2.
(d) Below -40°C increasing numbers of concentric ring cracks 
were found within the region of the permanent indentation, Plate 
5.3. Although these ring-cracks are a sign of elastic deformation, 
the permanent impression, and the accompanying radial cracks indicate 
that the transition from a plastic-elastic state to a purely elastic 
state has not yet occurred,
(e) Eventually, the Hertzian ring-crack was observed to form 
on the PMMA surface with the 4 mm indenter at -80°C Plate 5.4, 
Moreover, the flat surface bounded at its edge by the ring-crack is 
itself evidence of elastic deformation. The ring-crack, and the 
elastic recovery were taken as an indication that the transition 
between plastic-elastic to elastic states had occurred (the LTT
is expected around -80°C when the indenter radius is 4 mm). Further 
evidence of this transition was shown by the lateral cracks and 
chips formed during unloading, Plates 5.5 and 5.6.
(f) Although a clear transition from the plastic-elastic to 
elastic states was identified with the 4 mm indenter, the material 
appeared to remain in a plastic-elastic state during indentation 
with the 1.58 mm indenter, even below -80°C. Clearly, then, the 
LTT is dependent on the size of indenter used.
Determination of the tipper ‘transition temperature ' (UTT)
Untreated' specimens
A cast PMMA. sheet was cut into specimen blocks with dimensions 
25.4 mm x 38 mm x 76 mm which were used without any further treatment 
for the indentation tests. Ball-bearings used as indenters 
were of two types: tungsten carbide of radii 0.5 mm, 0.75 mm, and 
1.00 mm,and steel of 1.58 mm radius. The depth of penetration, h, 
was optimized to maximize the size of the plastic zone produced; 
the radius of the plastic zone, cs,was maximized on each test by 
allowing the indenter to penetrate the specimen to a depth of only
_3
one radius R. The mean strain rate was kept constant (1.4 x 10 
Sec *) by keeping the time of indentation constant (s 140 secs).
Eight tests were carried out at each temperature and those 
not producing radial cracks were counted. The relation between the 
percentage of uncracked indentations and the temperature is shown 
in Figure 5.6. The UTT was adopted as being that temperature for 
which the percentage of uncracked specimens just drops below 
1001 (at the "knee” of the temperature transition curve). These 
upper transition temperatures are listed in Table 5.1.
Polished specimens
In order to reduce the effect of surface blemishes and residual 
stress produced during casting a number of specimens were machined 
to the size and shape given in Section 5.7.2.1, then cleaned, 
polished and annealed as described in Section 2.1. Experiments 
similar to those made on the untreated specimens were then carried 
out. Ihe relation between the percentage of uncracked indentations 
and temperature is shown in Figure 5. 7, and the corresponding 
values of the UTT are listed in Table 5.1,
5,7,2,3 Indentation with a lubricated indenter
With a clean dry specimen, friction between the surface of the 
indenter and the surface of the specimen is increased. As a 
consequence a family of straight line-cracks are produced which lie 
either at a tangent or parallel to the tangent of the circle of the 
indentation, in the surface of-the specimen, plate 4,2a. Moreover, 
as the frictional traction increases, when the temperature decreases, 
the amount of these ’'tangential” cracks increases at the expense 
of the radial cracking. Hence, in order to identify the UTT, some 
surface lubrication must be used to minimize the tangential cracking 
and thus maximize the number of radial cracks.
The lubricants used were either ’’aquadag”, a colloidal sus­
pension of graphite in water, or dry graphite powder. Both lubri­
cants were equally successful at reducing the surface friction. 
Aquadag, however, suffered from two serious disadvantages:
(a) The water from the aquadag is absorbed into the PMMA 
which, in turn, locally changes the mechanical properties of PMMA., 
and hence increases the measured UTT; and
(b) aquadag cannot be used below the freezing point of water 
because frozen aquadag. deposits on the indenter ball .changing the 
shape of the indenter.
To overcome the problems produced by the water, a coating of 
aquadag was baked onto the indenter at 250°C for 30 minutes. The 
observed effect of a dry coating of aquadag compared with wet 
aquadag on the indenter was that the UTT of PMMA was lowered by 
about 10°C when an indenter of radius 1.00 mm was used, Figure 5.8. 
However, water was reabsorbed into the baked aquadag coating for all 
the experiments performed between room temperature and 0°C. Because 
of this problem, a fine graphite powder contained within an 0 -ring
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on the specimen’s surface was used for surface lubrication. Hie 
indenter was then pushed into the PMMA. surface within the area bounded 
by the O-ring which was large enough to aliow the indenter to move 
freely during the indentation test. This method proved to be the 
most satisfactory means of lubrication and the results of these 
tests are shown in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.1.
5.7.3 Determination of lower transition temperature (LTT) for rapid 
strain rate
The experiments described in Section 5.7.1 showed that a faint
ring crack can be observed on the PMMA surface at -80°C, with a strain 
-3 -1rate of 2.5 x 10 Sec. provided that the indenter radius is not
less than 4 mm. As the temperature of the cabinet was uncontrollable
below -80°C, it was not easy to obtain a better defined ring-crack.
To overcome this deficiency a rapid strain rate method was used to
shift the transition temperature to a higher range. In practice, the
-1 -1indentation speed was increased from 1 mm/min to 16 mm/min to
-3 -1bring the original strain rate of 2.5 x 10 Sec. up to the chosen
-3 -1strain rate 40 x 10 Sec. (the calculation of the strain rate
follows e = x , See. Chapter 3).
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Indentations were made on specimens of dimensions 25.4 mm x 
38 mm x 76 mm which had received polishing up to the standard 
discussed in Section 2.1. The indenters were stainless steel ball­
bearings with radii 4 mm, 5 mm, 6.3 mm and 7.95 mm. The depth of 
penetration by the indenter was limited to 20% of the radius of the 
indenting ball.
The proportion of indentations (out of four) in which ring- 
cracks were observed around the contact area was plotted against the 
specimen temperature (Figure 5.10). The lower transition temperatures 
which were taken as the "knee” of these transition curves are listed 
in Table 5,1.
5,8 ' Detection of Yield at the LTT
The temperature at which a ring^ -crack just forms was assumed 
to be the LTT, To justify this assumption two independent tech­
niques were performed at room temperature to detect the yield 
in the indentation area for specimens indented at, below7, or above 
this temperature. These techniques were the residual-depth measure­
ments and the optical distortion detection,
5.8.1 Residual-depth measurement
These measurements were made with the apparatus shown in Plate 
5.7. The specimen C was fixed on an external platfoim F attached 
to the stage of a travelling microscope. The platform F was capable 
of moving in two perpendicular directions in the plane of the stage 
of the microscope. The linear displacement transducer A recorded the 
residual depth of indentation as the transducer traversed the 
specimen’s surface. With the transducer attached to the tube of the 
microscope, the transducer was calibrated using the vertical vernier 
scale of the microscope. After adjusting the specimen horizontally, 
the transducer was zeroed and calibrated while in contact with the 
specimen at a distance of nearly twice the radius of the indentation 
from its centre.
To traverse the specimen’s surface it was moved under the trans­
ducer with a speed of 1 mm/min. The specimen was driven by using 
the motor B. At the end of each traverse of the specimen, the 
platform F was moved by 0.25 mm perpendicular to the traversing 
direction,. and the process described above was repeated until most 
of the contact area had been examined. This investigation revealed a 
permanent deformation within the area of contact in all the specimens 
tested at temperatures in the transition region. This deformation, 
however, diminishes rapidly for specimens indented at temperatures 
below the temperature at which the ring-crack was first observed.
In addition to the technique described above, a "Talysurf" 
was used to measure the residual depth, but this was found to be 
inconvenient for such large irregularities.
5.8.2 Optical distortion
A uniform grid of 1 mm scale markings was viewed with a Wild
microscope through the indented area of the specimen. Distortion of
the grid was observed through the contact area for specimens indented
at or above the temperature at which ring cracks first formed, Plates
5.8a, 5,8b. For specimens indented below this temperature, the
distortion was slight and confined to the immediate vicinity
of the line of the ring-crack.
Fr
5.9 Estimation o f — for PMMA.
Y
ETThe material length  at different temperatures was estimated
Y2 2from the published data of the temperature dependence of E, r and Y
o o
measured for PIWA. in the range -80 C to 60 C, Figure 5.11. Compressive 
yield stress values, Y, were taken from Bauwens-Crowet (1973). In 
curve 1^ the Young modulus, E, and the fracture surface energy r were 
taken from Berry (1963), whereas in curve II,E -values were taken from 
Berry and P from Broutman and McGarry (1965).
5.10 Testing of Puttick!s Theory of Fracture Transitions
The transition temperature (both upper and lower), taken as
the ’’knee” of the temperature transition curves (Table 5.1).,revealed
a decrease in the transition temperatures as the indenter radius
decreased. Such a dependence is predicted by the Puttick theory
of fracture transition (Puttick 1980). Moreover, the theory predicts
a quantitative form between the critical length for fracture and the 
Er
material length — at the transition temperatures, and for testing 
Y
this the simplified form of the theory (Equation 5.25) was chosen.
For the UTT’s, the plastic zone radii (1.65R) were plotted versus
— r— which were deduced at the UTT from Figure 5.11, These plots 
Y
are presented in Figures 5,12 - 5.14. Similarly the theory was
tested at the LTT when the ring-crack radii were plotted versus the 
ETcorresponding — 5— (Figure 5.15). Linear regression theory was 
Y
then used to fit a straight line to each set of data. The slope
of each regressed line is listed in Table 5,2,
The curves for temperature transitions (Figures'- 5.6-5.10) describe
the transition from full ductility to full brittleness by a range
of temperatures, i.e. no sharp transition. Hence temperatures at
the "knee" of each of these curves poorly represent the transition
temperature. So an alternative definition which incorporates the
wide transition region was adopted. This definition requires a
temperature Tp at which cracking occurs only in one indentation out
of n similar indentations. Below T^ the proportion of the cracked
indentations increases. Hence one can define a temperature T2 at
which two cracked indentations can be observed if another set of
similar n indentations is made, and so on for T3, T4 ... Tn. The
temperatures T^,... Tn are all transition temperatures, and therefore
they satisfy the Puttick theory. The statistical nature of the crack
formation did not allow experiments in which one more indentation
cracked in each trial. The foregoing treatment, however, is still
applicable to the experimental data from the temperature transition
Giirves in Figures 5,6 - 5.10. Each transition curve in Figure 5.6
Ersupplies a row of points parallel to the — axis in Figure 5.16.
Y
The number near the points at the extreme right of each row refers 
to the cracked indentations obtained out of the total indentation 
n (=8). The next number to the left represents the additional 
cracked indentations when another eight similar indentations were
carried out. The third number which follows indicates the increase
in the cracked indentations on top of the preceding sum of numbers, 
and so on. In plotting the regressed line these numbers were 
assumed to be the frequency of the corresponding data. Similarly 
Figures 5.17 - 5,19 were plotted using the data of Figures 5,7, 5.9 
and 5.10 remembering that n in the latter was' 4. The slope of each 
regressed line of Figures (5.16 - 5,19) was then listed in Table 
5.2.
5.11 Discussion
Spherical indenters were pushed to one radius penetration in 
PMMA. blocks to form geometrically similar stress fields whose tensile 
components are indenter radius independent (PSM 1977), At room 
temperature the blocks showed no sign of cracking by indenters of 
a radius less then 1 mm. This suggests the failure of the LDO 
criterion (Section 5,2) to predict the ductile -to -br ittle transition 
temperature. Such a size effect, however, can be predicted from 
Equation 5.18 by equating the radius of the crater with the critical 
hole radius ac. Hence a critical strain energy criterion of the 
Griffith type, rather than a critical stress criterion, governs 
the crack formation.
The radius, a^ , can be varied by changing the mechanical pro­
perties of PMMA.. A convenient way was adopted to vary these properties
Ftby changing the specimen temperature. The length— r— decreases by
Y
decreasing temperature (Figure 5.11), and hence the value of ac 
likewise falls. Thus when PIMA, does not crack with an indenter at 
a given temperature, it will crack with the same indenter below this 
temperature (Figure 5.5).
If the model of the stress field which is used for deriving 
Equation 5.18 holds for stages of penetration less than one radius, 
then this field should preserve geometrical similarity as the crater 
is expanded by a single spherical indenter. In this case the radius
of the indentation at which fracture is initiated is expected to
decrease with decreasing temperature (Figure 5.5) if the function 
2 £
<X> (— -) is not temperature dependent. However, the maximum in a 
cs c
found in the curve of the 4 mm ball may suggest some temperature 
2 ^
dependency for $ (— -). It is interesting to note that Berry (1963)
cs
found a minimum in his values for the flaw size of PMMA. at about 
0°C which could account for this maximum.
The statistical nature of the crack formation suggests no 
precise determination of the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature 
by plotting Figures like 5.5, although this Figure can still describe 
an indenter radius dependence for the ductile-to-brittle transition 
temperature. The indenter size effect on the ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature is better defined by the temperature transition 
curves, Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.9. The knee of these curves shows 
that the transition temperature (at the knee) decreases by decreasing 
the indenter radius. This result is predicted by the theory of 
fracture transition (Puttick, 1980).
In some observations an unexpected increase in PM4A ductility 
was found below the temperature at the "knee11 of the temperature 
transition curves. Comparative experiments were made to seek the 
reasons for such an anomaly:
(i) casting defects could increase the ductility but experiments 
performed on specimens cut from different batches, which were 
received at different times, did not indicate any difference.
(ii) internal residual stresses may have been incompletely 
released by the annealing process adopted (Section 2.1). Specimens 
which exhibited this anomaly, at certain conditions, were re-annealed, 
for a. further 24 hours, in an oven of temperature just-above T,T" of 
PMMA (~120°C), However, when these specimens were re-indented, at 
similar conditions, their behaviour was unchanged.
(iii) frictional traction also increases the ductility by forming 
tangential cracks at the expense of radial cracks. Although the 
lubrication method adopted in Section 5,7.2.3 reduced the tangential 
traction, it did not solve the problem completely (See Figure 5.9).
The minimum in the flaw size of PMMA, reported by Berry (1963), 
is located in a temperature range in vhich the temperature transition 
curves show this anomaly (around -20°C), Although Berry did not 
define the nature of the flaw in polymers, a common mechanism for 
flaw and crazing could be expected. In fact, the present work 
shows a well defined minimum in the relative craze length around 0°C 
(Figure 4.1).
Frictional traction and flaw-size effects may suggest an accep­
table explanation of this anomaly. However there is still much 
more research to be done before its nature can be clearly understood.
Under certain conditions (low temperature, high strain rates, 
or indentations with large indenter radius) PMMA cracked by forming 
a ring-crack (elastic state conditions). The ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature determined by the foimation of such a crack 
emphasized the effect of the indenter radius observed in the plastic- 
elastic condition (radial cracking).
In addition to the correlation between the ductile-to-brittle
transition temperature and the indenter radius, the theory of fracture
transition predicts a linear relation between the critical length
Erfor the fracture and — 5— (Puttick 1980). This prediction agreed
Y
with experiments for the fracture transitions at the UTT (Figures
5.12 - 5.14) and at the LTT (Figure 5.15), The agreement is more 
satisfactory when the wide range of the transition temperature is 
considered (Section 5.10), The method adopted in constructing Figures 
(5.16 - 5.19) proved to be more convincing than the method adopted 
in constructing Figures (5.12 - 5.15). The degree of uncertainty
in the slope*(a) of the regressed line is greatly reduced in Figures 
(5.16 - 5.19),
At the UTT the slopes of the regressed lines for data obtained 
with clean indenters and polished specimens are consistent with 
the slope predicted by the theory (a = 50, Puttick 1978a). However, 
the data measured by lubricated indenters cannot be relied upon 
because:
(i) crazing (the crack precursor process) is greatly influenced 
by the presence of lubricants (See Chapter 4). _ ,
(ii) local variation in the mechanical properties (E, r and Y) 
of PMMA. is possible in the presence of lubricants.
According to the Frank and Lawn analysis the radius of a Hertzian
ETring-crack is related to — y-by Equation 5.14. However, two 
observations associated with the forming of a ring-crack on PIMA 
suggested that it is not initiated in a pure Hertzian stress field:
(i) the yield detected within the area bounded by the ring-crack 
(Section 5.8) is permanent.
(ii) the frictional traction, as expected by the JOW analysis 
(Sections 5.3.3), displaces the position of the ring-crack (See 
Table 5.2).
The slope of the regressed line at the LTT does not, therefore, 
agree with the value predicted by the Frank and Lawn analysis.
The theory of fracture transitions predicts an inverse relation 
between the a-values and the tensile strain energy available for 
fracture where a diminishes for tests of large tensile stress 
components (Puttick, 1980). Therefore, the expected a-value for 
indentation fracture tests at LTT .should be higher than its• counterpart 
at UTT because of the higher tensile component of the stress field 
in the case of plastic-elastic fracture (Sections 5.3.2, and 5.4.1). 
Comparison of the slopes of the regressed line for both tests (Table 
5.2) shows a reasonable consistency with the prediction of the theory.
5,12 Conclusions
The work presented in this chapter allows the following con­
clusions to be drawn:
(1) The ductile-to-brittle transition temperature is governed 
by a strain energy criterion of a Griffith type and not a stress 
criterion of the LDO type,
(2) Ductile-to-brittle transition temperature is better 
determined by a temperature transition curve similar to Figure (5.6 - 
5.10).
(3) Poly (methylmethacrylate) does not have a sharp transition, 
and hence the wide range of the transition temperatures should be 
considered.
(4) The stress field that forms the ring-cracks in PMMA. is not 
pure Hertzian.
(5) Experiments agreed with the theory in predicting higher 
a-values for tests of smaller tensile stress.
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FIGURE 5.1.
ENERGY DIAGRAM SHOWING DUCTILE-TO-BRITTLE TRANSITION, CONSTRUCTED 
FOR FULLY "DEOXIDIZED" STEEL (ARGON AND McCLINTOCK, 1966).
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FIGURE 5.2.
STRESS MODEL FOR THE DUCTILE-TO-BRITTLE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 
(0R0WAN 1949).
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FIGURE 5.3a.
HALF-SURFACE VIEW (TOP) AND SIDE VIEW (BOTTOM) OF STRESS PATHS 
IN HERTZIAN FIELD. PLOTTED FOR v = 0.33. AA DENOTES DIAMETER 
OF CONTACT AREA (AFTER LAWN 1968).
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FIGURE 5.3b.
CONTOURS OF GREATEST PRINCIPAL STRESS, Oj. IN SEMI-INFINITE
ELASTIC MEDIUM (SURFACE SS) IN CONTACT (DIAMETER OF CONTACT AA) 
WITH SPHERICAL INDENTER. P0 IS TAKEN.AS THE UNIT OF STRESS.
BROKEN LINES ARE cj3 STRESS PATHS DRAWN FROM SURFACE AT 
DISTANCES 0.8aH/au/l.2a FROM THE CENTRE CIRCLE AREA (AFTER 
FRANK AND LAWN 1967). H
a a
+r
(a)
(b)
FIGURE 5.4.
GEOMETRY OF RADIAL CRACK FORMATION AT EDGE OF HOLE EXPANDED BY 
INTERNAL PRESSURE IN AN INFINITE SHEET (a),ANP( b ) TENSILE STRESSES 
AROUND THE HOLE. AFTER PUTTICK (1978a).
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FIGURE 5.12a
ET/Y2 (m)
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS Er/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF FIGURE 5.11. 
DASHED LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE = 30. UNTREATED SPECIMENS. 
UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER KNEE (FIGURE 5.6)
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FIGURE 5.12b
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF FIGURE 5.11. 
DASHED LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE 68. UNTREATED SPECIMENS. 
UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER KNEE (FIGURE 5.6).
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FIGURE 5.13a
ET/Y2 (m)
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF FIGURE 5.11 
DASHED LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE 41.6. POLISHED SPECIMENS. 
UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER KNEE 
(FIGURE 5.7).
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FIGURE 5.13b
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF FIGURE 5.11 
DASHED LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE 78. POLISHED SPECIMENS. 
UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER KNEE 
(FIGURE 5.7).
slope = 6 9 + 2 9  90% confidence limit
= 6 9 + 4 2  95% confidence limit
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FIGURE 5.14a
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF 
FIGURE 5.11. DASHED LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE = 60. POLISHED 
SPECIMENS AND LUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER 
KNEE (FIGURE 5.9).
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FIGURE 5.14b
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF 
FIGURE 5.11. DASHED LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE = 90.9. 
POLISHED SPECIMENS AND LUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 
AT THE UPPER KNEE (FIGURE 5.9).
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FIGURE 5.15a
RADIUS OF RING-CRACK VERSUS E r / Y 2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF FIGURE 5.11. DASHED 
LINE : LINE THROUGH ORIGIN OF SLOPE = 130. POLISHED SPECIMENS AND UNLUBRICATED 
INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER KNEE (FIGURE 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.15b
E r/Y2 (m)
RADIUS OF RING-CRACK VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF FIGURE 5.11. DASHED 
LINE : LINE THROUGH THE ORIGIN OF SLOPE 175. POLISHED SPECIMENS AND UNLUBRICATED 
INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AT THE UPPER KNEE (FIGURE 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.16a
Er/ Y2(m)
CRITICAL RADIUS OF THE PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS E T / Y 2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF FIGURE 5.11 
UNPOLISHED SPECIMENS. UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND 
DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.16b
CRITICAL RADIUS OF THE PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS E T/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF FIGURE 5.11.
UNPOLISHED SPECIMENS. UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND
DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.17a.
Er/Y2(m)
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS E T/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF 
FIGURE 5.11. POLISHED SPECIMENS. UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. 
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.17b
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS ET/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF
FIGURE 5.11. POLISHED SPECIMENS. UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS.
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
slope = 106.38 + 14.66 90% confidence limit
= 106.38 + 17.76 95% confidence limit
E r / Y2 (m)
FIGURE 5.18a
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS Er/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF FIGURE 5.11. 
POLISHED SPECIMENS. LUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND 
DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
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slope = 156 + 24.1 90% confidence limit 
= 156 + 29.15 95% confidence limit
3.0 X1.5 2.250.75
E r / Y2(m)
FIGURE 5.18b
CRITICAL RADIUS OF PLASTIC ZONE VERSUS Er/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF FIGURE 5.11
POLISHED SPECIMEN. LUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE AND
DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.19a------------ ii
RADIUS OF RING-CRACK VERSUS Er/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE I OF FIGURE 5.11.1 
POLISHED SPECIMENS. UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE 
AND DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.19b
ET/Y2 (m)
RADIUS OF RING-CRACK VERSUS Er/Y2 TAKEN FROM CURVE II OF FIGURE 5.11.
POLISHED SPECIMENS. UNLUBRICATED INDENTERS. TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
AND DETAILS: SEE TEXT (SECTION 5.10).
PLATE 5.1 .  x 10
RADIAL CRACKS FORMED DURING LOADING AT R.T. USING A 4 mm RADIUS 
S/STEEL BALL.
PLATE 5.2. x 25
WHITE LIGHT INTERFERENCE FRINGES 
BETWEEN THE CRACK SURFACES FORMED 
AT 0°C BY A 3.175 mm S/STEEL BALL.
PLATE 5.3. X 5
PERMANENT INDENTATION, RADIAL CRACKS 
AND FRICTIONAL TRACTION RING-CRACKS 
MADE BY A 4 mm RADIUS S/STEEL BALL 
AT A TEMPERATURE OF -40 C.
wama^m
PLATE 5.4. x 10
RING CRACK FORMED DURING LOADING 
MADE BY A 4 mm RADIUS S/STEEL BALL 
AT A TEMPERATURE OF -80°C.
PLATE 5 .5 .  x 4
LATERAL AND RADIAL CRACKS FORMED 
DURING UNLOADING UNDER INDENTATION 
MADE BY A 4 mm RADIUS S/STEEL BALL 
AT A TEMPERATURE OF -90°C.
PLATE 5.6. x 6
LATER STAGE OF AN INDENTATION SIMILAR TO 
THAT OF PLATE 5.5 WHERE CHIPPING IS FORMED 
DURING UNLOADING.
TEMPERATURE -90°C.

(a) Temperature: 20 C 
( above LTT).
(b) Temperature: 10°C
(T ra n s it io n  reg ion ).
PLATE 5.8.
OPTICAL DETECTION OF LOCAL YIELD UNDER INDENTATION 
MADE BY A 7.95 RADIUS S/STEEL BALL. PENETRATION = 0.2R.
lapie 3.i. 1 rcrnsit ion temperature at tne upper "Knee" point ot tne 
temperature transition curves.
UPPER TRANSITION LOWER fRANSITION
R
(mm)
TRANSITION TEMP.°C
R
(mm)
RING aR (mm) 
* *
TRNS.
c
s
(mm)
UNTREATED
SPEC,
POLISH
SPEC.
POLISH + 
LUBRIC.
CRACK
RADIUS
(mm)
TEMPS.°C 
POLISH.SP.
1.5875 2.62 45 45 30 7.95 3.74 3.215 20
1.0 1.65 35 20 17.5 6.38 2.89 2.39 10
0.75 1.238 5 .*** -5 5.00 2.375 2.064 -20
0.5 0.825 -5 -30 -35 .4.00 1.84 1.76 -50
*' C : plastic zone radius = 1.65 R
** aH : calculated from Equation 5.8.
*** Frictional traction suppressed the radial cracks, and hence no transition 
temperature determined.
Table 5.2. The a- values for indentation fracture transitions.
SPECIMEN
TREATMENT
* * * CONF. 
LIMITS.
I II I II
UNTREATED 26.23+8 77.5+29 36.56+7.55 87.31+16.93 90%
& +11.8 +42 +9.07 +20.04 95%
H
HM POLISHED 25+48 71.5+77 50.37+12.5 90 ' +16.90 90%
CO
l 96 +160 +15.08 +20.32 95%
H
Pi
wp_i POLISHED + 69+29 128.85+38 106.38+14.66 156+24.1 90%
PM|—i LUBRICATED
INDENTER +42 “+■60 +17.76 +29.15 95%
J2J
o
Pi M  
W  H POLISHED 120+108 156.2+64.4 141.89+58.8 148.3+58.6 90%
3: M
O  CO _
+159 +95 +71.8 148.3+71.6 95%
H
* Transition temperature at the upper "knee".
** All temperatures in the transition region were considered,
I,II: the material length was estimated from curves I,II of Figure:
5.11 respectively.
CHAPTER 6 
GENERAL 'CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORK 
Conclusions
Chart 6,1 shows that the work carried out for this thesis is 
made up of three separate areas (Chapters 3,4 and 5), In addition 
to the specific conclusions drawn at the end of each chapter, the 
following are general conclusions to provide an overview of the 
whole work;
(1) The rapid and non-destructive feature of the indentation 
test is useful in investigating some of the ductile 
properties of PMMA (e.g. hardness),
(2) Reducing the specimen temperature and increasing the 
indenter size or the test strain rate enhanced the brittle 
properties of PMMA and hence cracking became probable 
with these test conditions. Cracks either form at shallow 
penetration (ring-type) or at deep penetration (radial- type).
(3) The indentation test, therefore, is a valuable method 
of determining the ductile-to-brittle transition
‘temperature (DBTT).
(4) Cracks in glassy polymers like PMMA are triggered from 
crazes formed during deformation (crack precursors).
However, investigating these crazes (Chapter 4) revealed 
no definitive relation between the mechanisms of craze 
and crack,
(5) At constant temperatures and for geometrically similar 
indentations cracks formed only for indentations of radii 
exceeding certain values, depending on the geometry of 
indentation. Neither the hardness measurements, nor the 
craze formation exhibited such a size effect.
(6) At least two ductile-to-brittle transition 
temperatures are recognized. These are transition
temperatures from no fracture to ring cracking (elastic contact), 
and transition temperatures indicated by the formation of radial- 
cracks (plastic-elastic contact), Both cracks were formed during 
loading at the specimen surface and in the vicinity of the indentation.
(7) For a given penetration (say 0.2R) temperatures at which a 
ring-crack just formed (the lower transition temperature,
LTT) indicate a state of transition from elastic to plastic- 
elastic deformation or from brittle to semi-brittle 
properties. The other extreme of the plastic-elastic 
indentation, fracture is the onset of radial cracking at
a penetration equal to the ball radius. The temperature 
at this stage (upper transition temperature, UTT) indicate 
the state of transition to ductile properties in fully 
plastic-elastic conditions.
(8) Despite the statistical nature of the crack formation there 
is a good consistency between the experimental results and 
the Puttick theory of fracture transition:
(a) Both the LTT and UTT correlate positively with the 
indenter radius,
(b) Both fracture transitions are governed by a linear 
relation of the form given by Equation 5.25:
(i) for transitions at UTT
ErPlastic zone radius « 50 ■— —
Y
(ii) for transitions at LTT
Er
Ring crack radius « 150 ----
Y2
(9) Finally the consistency of the present results with the 
Puttick theory suggests a similar analysis for the role 
of the indenter radius in:
(a) Forming crack-free micro indentations in brittle
solids such as ceramics;
(b) Producing cracks around indentations in ductile materials 
like steel.
Future Work
The size effect proved in this work requires further support 
from a similar test on materials in which E, r and Y are strong 
functions of temperature.
It would be also interesting to determine the effect of anisotropy 
on the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature; oriented polymers 
or composites are suggested.
Corrosion or plasticization may influence the ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature of a material, and it would be interesting to 
carry out an investigation of such influences. Testing of polymers 
immersed in organic-liquids-and relating the ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature to the solvent solubility would be of great 
interest as well.
Degradation of materials by ultra-violet light or radiation 
dosage can be investigated by measuring the ductile-to-brittle 
transition temperature, since the latter reflects the effects of 
radiation on the mechanical properties of materials. Moreover, one 
may investigate the possibility of relating the indenter radius to the 
radiation dosages at the transition states.
The consistency between the present results and the Puttick 
theory may encourage testing of this theory in other fracture tests 
on a laboratory scale. Experimental observations in impact testing 
and in notched bar testing would be useful here. The notched bar 
experiments may have a particular interest because although the size 
effect has been experimentally, ascertained, there is no energy 
scaling interpretation. For these experiments polymers represent
good model materials for two reasons; firstly, because 
Er   of these materials is strongly dependent on temperature, and,
y 2
secondly, because of the ease of detecting the onset of cracking. 
However, using polymers suggests some attention should be paid to 
their non-'linear elastic properties,which would restrict the direct 
application of LEFM to the polymeric materials.
In conclusion it is hoped that the work presented in this thesis 
is merely the beginning of the author's association with fracture 
and its important consequences.
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ERRATA
Page Line
4 12 y1952) should read ,1951)
10 27 Richie " . Ritchie
13 3 investigaged . investigated
27 24 Brinnell . Brinell
28 1 hamdess w hardness
36 1 theorectically r* theoretically
44 6 explain w explains
54 23 kuvshinski « kuvshinskii
58 22 stress " strain
61 10 descrepancy » discrepancy
65 19 counterpart w counterparts
74 12 zone f' medium
75 6 Grifith w Griffith
76 24 zone w medium
80 Equation 5.10 orc 4 c
87 15 Gureny " Gurney
88 Equations 
5.22, 5.23, 
5.24
0 if 02
128 7,12 indicate indicates
132 13 1952 1951
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